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INTRODUCTION
Since 1971, the Office of Education (O.E.) has
allocated funds to test the feasibility, develop the curriculum, and explore the utility of Career Education. In May
of that year, Sidney Marland 1 the Secretary of Education,
called for a new day in eaucation when theory and practice,
basic skills and relevant learning, and professional educators and community workers would get together in providing
students with a "new" approach and method to receiving their
education. 2
Times have changed since those days.

The Office

of Education no longer controls the development of career
education.

Today, the National Institute of Education

1.

See Sidney Marland. "Educating for the Real World", a
speech given in Harpers Ferry, w. Virginia. Today
similar literature is extensive.

2.

The approach has been likened to a rather "traditional''
view of education as compared to a conservative or
conventional one. See the FWL "Slide-Show on Career
Education" and the N.I.E. Brochure on "ExperienceBased Career Education."; for the theoretical arguments, see Ivan Illich, Deschooling Society.

l

2

holds that honor;3 its purpose is, however, to research
and evaluate this new approach.

Despite transitional

problems, the National Institute of Education oversees the
three remaining career education models (see Chapter II for
details).

Career education as a concept in educational

institutional building is catching on throughout the nation.
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
(FWL), 4 for example, is now marketing the curriculum throughout the Southwest.

School districts in San Diego, Los Angeles,

Fresno, San Francisco, Reno, and Dalas have all expressed
interest in adopting the Far Wes·t Lab career education
program.

3.

In 1973, N.I.E. was created specifically to do educational
research and evaluation. The development of educational programs was left to O.E. The Career Education programs were viewed as primarily researchoriented--i. e. experimenting on the new frontiers
of learning.

4.

The Far West School (EBCEJ was located in Oakland,
California with about fifty students and thirty staff
members (1973-1974)• eight were "operations" or the
school staff; five were evaluation staff; seven were
development (i.e. developers); and ten were in the
management group (some part-time). The annual budget
from 1972-1975 averaged about one million dollars
from the National Institute of Education in Washington, D.C. Far West Educational Laboratory in San
Francisco was the receipient of the funds. Far West
Laboratory has an annual budget of five million dollars.
The EBCE was one of over two.dozen projects in the
Laboratory. With one-fifth of the annual budget,
it was the largest single program.

3
This thesis will discuss some of the basic concepts
and characteristics of Experience-Based Career Education
(E.B.C.E.) as developed by Far West Bducational Laboratory
(see Chapters I and II).

Part of the discussion will be

by way of scenarios 6f two students and possible future
theoretical research.

The remaining parts of the thesis

deal specifically with a social science curriculum.
The author developed and tested the curriculum during
the 1973-1974 school year; then rewrote the social science
curriculum focusing on American Government and Politics
(referred to as a learning package) for the 1974-1975 school
year.

The end product is displayed in Appendix A.
Chapters III through VI discuss the evaluation of

the social science package.

However, because of the nature

of the entire Experience-Based Career Education program,
four other learning packages are reviewed.

This supplimen-

tary information is very useful in getting a broader perspective on how an alternative educational program can be
operationalized.

Clearly the data gathered on all the

packages applies equally to the social science package.
The conclusions and recommendations apply across all the
packages.

As the Appendix demonstrates, the recommendations

have been largely incorporated in the revised social science
package.
As a final application of the ideas discussed throughout the paper, Chapter VII theoretically outlines the

4
application of a social science curriculum based on the
experience-based career education model for another kind of
institutions

in this case, the Oakland Housing Authority.5

Essentially the thesis is split into three parts
(as the above indicates) a

Part I outlines the E.B.C.E.

program with its essential characteristics and a summative
discussion of the program's effects on two students; Part II
focuses on one aspect of the E.B.C.E. program, that is the
curriculum structure (learning packages) which shapes the
learningr and Part III provides some new directions for
experience-based learning.

The presentation of the thesis

is deliberately structured in this way in order to first
familarize the reader with the concept of experience-based
learning, and then to present some "hard" data as to its
usefulness,

While some caution should be made about the

generally favorable results of experience-based learning,
the key element appears to reside in the redesign and restructuring of learning.

The Appendix provides an example

of how E.B.C.E. did retool learning.
Assuming that education is a life-long adventure, the
ideas and concepts put forth in this thesis have tremendous
potential for all areas of learning and growing.
that is what education is1

5.

In the end,

a process of learning and ·growing.

Vincent Watson has skillfully developed a Proposal for
a Community Development Education Center for the Oakland Housing AQthority's staff. Its purpose is to
·provide an educational program for adults as working
professionals.

PART I

Experience-Based Career Educations

characteristics and affects
on two students

-CHAPTER I
ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION:

THE CITY' AS A CLASSROOM

Education can be defined in many ways 1

To some, ed-

ucation is schooling; to others, it is learning; to still
others, it is amassing degrees; and to others, it is attaining social position, power, and wealth.

The focus of this

chapter will be upon education as learning, which is the
basis of cultural transmission and socialization.

In

particular, an experimental and innovative kind of learning
will be discussed; a learning that takes place in the community.

The teachers are businessmen, social workers,

politicians, bus drivers, clerks, professors or anyone with
a skill who is willing to educate a young person.

De-

schooling society1 becomes a reality; the blending of experience and theory is highlighted as the basis of learning.
After a brief description of the Experience-Based
Career Education program, two examples of student's learning in the community are presented.

From the empirical

examples, some theoretical framework on learning will be
presented,
1.

Ivan Illich. Deschooling Societi. New York: Harrow
Books, 1970. See alsoa Herbert R. Kohl. The Open
Classroom. New York: Vintage Books 1969 and h1ichael
Rossman. On Learning and Social Change. New Yorks
Vintage Books, 1969.
'

5
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This entire discussion is unique in four ways.

First,

while the function of the ahthropologist in collecting and
presenting data on education is utilized, this role is not
widely accepted in both educational and anthropological
.
. l"ines, 2
d iscip

Second, the learning environment itself is

not the typical classroom, school, or structured environment
upon which most studies are made.

In the same context,

thirdly, the collection of data itself has, by the very
nature of the study, got to be different; one cannot just sit
and watch; instead one must be in active-motion with the
student.3

Finally, the theoretical notes at the end of the

chapter are an attempt to give the data some focus, point
of reference, and a framework rather than be a hypothesis
in which the data will conveniently fit. 4
2.

See the Bibliography on Education and Anthropology.
edited by J, Burnett. Council on Anthropology and
Education of the American Anthropological Association,

1974.
3,

Jules Henry, Culture against Man. New Yorks
Books, 1963, is an excellent example.

Vintage

4.

See various works by Anthropologist such ass George
Spindler, Francis Ianni, and Fredrick Gearing, Each
discusses methodological problems and perspectives.
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Background
In 1971, the Secretary of Education in the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Sidney Marland, declared
a new day in education,5

He proclaimed the need for a

nationwide program in "Career Education" in which education
would be more relevant, directed toward post public school
goals, and available to all students,

Marland, literally,

advocated sweeping changes in education to take place with
the Office of Education providing the "front money."

He

was vague about his definition of Career Education, but firm
in his denial that it was another vocational program. 6

As

a result, four models were created to help define, experiment,
and implement career education,7

5.

Sidney P. Marland, "Educating for the Real World."
paper at 12th Annual Banquet of Jefferson Count:y
Chamber of Commerce, Hilltop House. Harpers Ferry,
W, Virginia, May 26, 1971.

6.

Ibid.

7,

The lack of theory in anthropology (especially in education research) has been the dominant subject of three
recent conferences:
a, Nineth International Congress of Anthropologist and
Ethnographers. Pre-Conference in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, August 1973.
b, Symposia on Theory in Cultural Transmission at
American Snthropology Association Convention,
New Orleans, November, 1973,
c. Anthropology Section of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science, San Francisco,
Ca., March, 1974.
·
Educators in particular, are remiss in developing theory
(outside of "borrowing wholesale" from systems theory)
or in clearly defining what they want to do or accomplish. The four Career Educatiort Models are an excellent
example where over $15 million annually is put into
projects that have little direction and no theory.

8

Model Is

School-Based Career Education.

The

creation of twelve coordinated school sites throughout the United States in which career education
would be attempted in grades K through 12.

Essentially

the schools were to be the learning environments into
which the world of work would come.
Model II:

Experience (formerly Employer) Based

Career Education.

The demonstration of four sites

coordinated by regional laboratories in research and
development focused on high school students.

The

laboratories would set up learning centers for 50100 students and structure a learning program for

them in the community.
Model III:

Community-Based Career Education.

The

use of one site in an isolated area of Montana to
involve the whole community in improving skills,
knowledge, and survival.
Model IV1

Family (Home)-Based Career Education.

The location of several communities in which families
and homes would provide the career education environment.

Learning through closed-circuit television,

games, parent-involvement, and other gimmicks.
The discussion here will involve Model II at Far West Educational Lab in San Francisco, California.
An interesting answer to the problem exists in
Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L Strauss. The Discovery
of Grounded Theory. Chicago1 Aldine, 1967.

9

Operations
The school itself had one principal, one basic skills
teacher (with several part-time college tutors), three
counselors, and three secretary/clerks.

The "instructoral

teachers" (Resource Persons), were people i,n the community
who had volunteered to work with the students.
and staff were ethnically balanced.

The students

The students received

their diploma from the public school where they were legally
registered.

Since the program was in cooperation with the

local public school district, the experimental school had
to abide by district guidelines, its regulations, and graduation requirements.
The Experience-Based Career Education School itself
had four goals.
and life.skills.

First, students had to develop their basic
The former referred to the three Rs

(e.g. reading, writing, and

arit~metic)

while the latter

meant skills used in later life (e.g. coping, maturity,
experience, interpersonal and group skills).

Relying heavily

upon decision-making theory, students, secondly, had to
learn how to make intelligent decisions based upon information,
analysis, and selection from an array of choices.
students had to be able to plari.

Thirdly,

Finally, students had to

take responsibility for their own education and decisions.
The three major functions of the Operations staff in
providing the student with an education weres
facilitation of

learning~

and administration.

guidance,
The last

.....
10

function was the least important but the most time consuming
since federal programs are largely bureaucratic impairing
the completion of their stated goals.

The need to build up

"fat" files, collect evaluation data, k.eep minute records,
and account for every dollar adds to the typical administrative burden in operating a federally funded school.

The

guidance function was perhaps the most important task for
the staff.

Without regular teachers, students had to set

up their own programs.

The staff counselors provided the

students with guidance, feedback, and critiques of their work.
The guidance and administrative

~spects

of the school had to

be thoroughly documented in order that procedures could be
drawn up for the eventual replication of the program.

Other-

wise the million dollar budget to educate fifty students
would be far from being defensible.
Learning_in the Community
The actual learning function of the program was of
primary importance only to the students and to those with an
inquiring academic mind.

What did the student learn?

What were the immediate and long

lastin~

there optional modes of learning?
needed to be answered.

effects?

How?

Were

These and other questions

The directions from Washington and

the parent organization in charge of implementation did not
bother to investigate these issues.

What follows, however,

is a brief case study of two different students in the Career

jiiP
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Education program.
were learning.

The focus is upon what and how they

The program goals above are taken as the

measure of success or failure.
The first student is Leroy Williams.
in the 12th grade.

He is black and

Leroy lives with his grandparents since

his father and mother are divorced.
man; his mother is a clerk.

His father is a sales-

Leroy entered the Career Ed-

ucation program in the fall needing nine units (Carnegie) to
graduate from high school,

The usual number for a senior is

five or six units which is equivalent to ten or twelve
class subjects.

Leroy was far behind.

He had been for a

long time, according to public school sources,

He was asked

upon entering Career Education High what he wanted to do
upon graduating?

Leroy responded, "I want to be a salesman

or go into real estate.
bread,"

Anything I can do to make some

Leroy had always been interested in politics.

For

example, he thought that former President Nixon was "the
biggest crook around" before it was fashionable to think so.
Capitalizing upon that interest and motivation, Leroy developed several projects in the community which would allow
him to satisfy graduation requirements, explore new careers,
meet program goals, and follow his interests.

After the

first semester, he received credit for several projects&
(1) Impeachment of President Nixon; (2) _Drinking Habits in
the Black Community1 and (3) Community Politics.

Along with

other projects he began to accomplish his goal for graduation

p
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and simultaneously learn what he wanted to learn (Projects
are illustrated in Appendix. A).
As a result, Leroy got deeply involved in civic,
educational, and political organizations on the local level.
In regular high school he was classified as a disruptive,
unproductive, un:intelligent, and uncommunicative student.
With his new open learning environment, he was quite the
opposite.

For example, Leroy became an active member of the

local American Civil Liberties Union; he was elected to their
Board of Directors; was on two committees; and represented
the chapter in a regional meeting.

The local chairperson

of the ACLU characterized Leroy as "an articulate spokesman
for the community and an active participant in our organization."
Leroy also became a member of a community based organization. to select a new

Super~ntendent

of Public Schools.

To date, he has spoken twice before the Board of Education
advocating community participation in the selection process.
The executive secretary of the local American Federation of
Teachers (a part of the grassroots selection committee)
called Leroy "a leader and tremendous asset in our attempts
to get a community voice in

th~

selection of a new Super-

intendent."
Three points are obvious from this short description.
First, Leroy is learning through practical experience.
has combined his experimental learning with theoretical

He

P"
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learning by reading numerous books and articles on politics,
sociology, and urban problems.

Second, he has certainly

contradicted the assessment from his former high school
records.

The "uncommunicative" and "rather lazy", "stupid

student" is exactly the opposite in a different learning
environment.

Third, Leroy has met all the goals of the

Career Education Program.

In fact, he has gone well beyond.

His career goals now are to attend college and perhaps
even go on to Law School.

His excellent writing (of reports

and his experiences) has even gotten him to think about being
a journalist or writer.

As Leroy put it, "I was ready to

drop out of school until this program came along.

Now I got

my shit together; I dig learning."
The second student comes from the opposite end of the
spectrum:

a young white woman (a 12th grader also) from an

upper middle-class family where the parents are separated.
She was always "bright, cheerful, and sociable", while in the
regular public school.

Her teachers and counselor reported

her to be among their best, yet most quiet students.

How-

ever, prior to coming to Career Education High, she "was
about to drop out" according to her and her parents.
was "too boring."

School

Cheryl Peterson entered Career Education

High in the Fall of her senior year.
At first she was cautious, waiting for something to
happen to her.
like.

After all, "that's what regular school was

The teacher tells you what, when, and how to do some-

p
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thing."

A bell rings, you move.

learning.

A class is over; you stop

Cheryl gradually_ began to put herself into a

different mode.

Her "freedom shock" to explore or learn

what she wanted came as the dawn of a new day.
always wanted to write poetry.
a poet, a publisher?

Le~rn

Cheryl had

Why not work with a writer,

from them, perhaps even publish.

This ls exactly what she did.

The world was no longer de-

fined by halls and desks; it was open for her to explore.
She did just that.
Early in the academic year, her mother expressed
concern over Cheryl's "new found freedom."

After all,

Cheryl was traveling alone all over the city.

She was

studing a jail release program and taking a belly-dancing
class to satisfy>her own interests and high school physical
education requirements for graduation.
Cheryl's mother was absolutely

Later in the year,

d~lighted.

The strained

relations of last year at home had totally changed.
enthusiasm to learn and go to "school" had returned,
was now more independent.

The
Cheryl

Her aspirations changed from an

early marriage (to espape her home-life) to a university
education in English or education.
After Cheryl had made two visits to her "old school",
her former public school counselor remarked, "She's grown
up.

Cheryl used to be a sweet innocent little girl.

My,

now she's a grown up young lady."
The most telling observation concerned the kind of

15
thing that she was learning.

In the regular school program,

Cheryl learned (memorized) facts.

The facts (dates, events,

etc.) had nothing to do with her or what she wanted to do.
Consequently, she only did it for "the grades."
Education High, she learned by doing.
ship between events and people.

At Career

She saw the relation-

Her poetry improved.

But

also her greater community awareness for the odd (bellydancing?) and the political (early jail release?).

The depth

of her learning increased along with the breadth of her
experiences.
Cheryl, like Leroy, proved three pointss

(1) integrat-

ing theoretical and practical learning; (2) opening, expanding, and contradicting the assessment of those at her former
school; and (3) meeting the goals of the Career Education
program.
Theory
From the two cases cited, a theoretical framework
can be built which might provide direction to those interested in learning, education, and change.

Drawing from these

sources, the theory appears schematically asa
on following page).

(See Diagram

The basic structure is derived from

theoretical linguistics in which the argument is made that
an individual can observe another's "performance" but that
an individual's "competence" lies below the surface spoken
language skills. 8 The utility of such a theoretical frame8. Noam Chomsky, Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. Cambridge•
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work allows one to report what has been observed and analyzed.
However, there rests underneath the surface a great array of
factors which must be examined.
tensively accomplished.9

This has yet to be ex-

The sets of rules relate the two

structures vertically, but also apply within each structure
(horizontally).

Linguists argue that it is these rules that

comprise a grammar.

Thus, there are universal rules which
can apply in all contexts and grammars. 10
M. I. T. Press, 1965, makes this distinction clear in
linguistic analysis of grammar.

9,

Woodrow w. Clark Jr. "Conflict and Violence in American
Public High Schools." G. Calhoun (ed.). World
Anthropologys Education. The Hagues Louton, 1975
has attempted to get at the underlying causes of ·
violence in school.

17
The assumption can be made tha·t rules, as if in a
grammar, apply to human interaction and learning as can be
seen in the works of Melbin, Laing, and Goffman. 11

Each of

these scholars, however, has analyzed mental hospitals.
Therefore, the "open" learning environment purposed here is
different; as well as the basic notion of education as
"learning" rather than just as personal growth and development.

However, if one considers learning and developing

as interconnected (as done here) then borrowing the concept
of rules is appropriate.
Finally, the deep structure is comprised of agendas. 12
These agendas are simply the encounters that individuals
have at various times; each of which is a learning situation.
Implicit in these agendas is the notion of role differen-

10,

George Lakoff. "Global Rules." Language. v. Li-6 no.
3( September 1970), pp. 627.-639;
"Linguistics and
Natural Language", Synthese. v. 22, (1970)., pp. 151271 and ''Introduction to the Version of Linguistics and
Natural Logic", in J. IV1ehler (ed.) , Handbook of Cogni ti ve Psychology. (January, 1971), pp. 1-18.

11.

Murray fiielbin. Alone and with ethers: A Grammar of
Inter2ersonal Behavior, New York: Harper & Row, 1972;
Ronald Laing. The Politics of Experience. New Yorks
Ballantine, Inc., 1967; and Erving Goffman. Asylums.
New Yorks Anchor, 1961.

12.

Fredrick Gearing and Lucinda Sangree (ed). Toward a
Genrral Theory of Education. The Hague: ~outon,
1975. See Woodrow w. Clark Jr. "Theory Building in
Anthropology" in that volume.

...
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tiation and functional change.

Thus, a student in the

community is not perceived by the community resource person
as a student (i.e. youngster with grades, a school record,
etc.).

Likewise the student does not see the role of the

resource person as a teacher {i.e. older person, giver of
grades, evaluator, or disciplinarian).
Given this kind of theory, other kinds of data and
questions can be asked.

The investigation of the deep

structure will certainly reveal much.

The articulation of

.the rules will likewise lead to a greater understanding
of learning and how it operates.

More research is needed.

If.I

/

p

CHAPTER II
CHARACTERISTICS OF
EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER EDUCATION
Cheryl and Leroy's experiences are obviously not in
the traditional mold.

The characteristics of Career Ed-

ucation High obviously are significantly different from those
of the schools with which we are familiar,

Let me suggest

some of the broader characteristics which best seem to distinguish the Experience-Based Career Education mode from
the traditional

pattern~.

First, Experience-Based Career Education is based
on a clinical mode of operation.

In the traditional school,

be it elementary or secondary, the child is expected to
come to school, be assigned a desk at which to sit, and get
some textbooks to study, a schedule which he must follow,
and assignments for work he must prepare,

Most of the

deviations from the schedule are in terms of the rapidity
with which the student is expected to "master" the materials.
Less frequent deviance is in the difficulty df the material
which students

~ill

study,

There are relatively few in-

stances, other than Experience-Based.Career Education, where
the general mode of operation is to begin with a study of
the individual and to diagnose his particular status, needs,
·aspirations, interests, concerns, capabilities, deficiencies
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and potentialities.

A planned health program, for example,

begins with a thorough physical examination,

And a planned

mental health program begins with a thorough psychiatric
examination.

But, traditionally, a planned educational pro-

gram begins by assigning standardized materials, irrespective of differences in the human beings who are to be educated,

In contrast, Experience-Based Career Education be-

gins the educational process in the same way that the doctor
begins to treat his patients.

Diagnosis, analysis, pre-

scription, experience, summation, assessment are the steps
through which the educational clinic proceeds,

As a result

of this process, new professional roles have emerged in
Experience-Based Career Education, and no one has the title
of "teacher."

These roles are devised to guide, to assist,

to recommend, to select, to provide alternatives, to arrange,
to support, to define, to reinforce and to bolster, rather
than to dictate and to control.

The clinicians in this ed-

ucational system are called by such titles as learning coordinators, resource persons, skills specialist, resource
analyst, etc,

Although the techniques which they use are

fairly primitive, they are based upon some sound research
and perspectives of how professionally prepared adults may
relate themselves to the learning needs of students.

They

stress that adults treat each student as an individual human
being, seeking to find his/her place in· the world and to
prepare oneself (given one's unique characteristics) for
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the roles that one must play in adult society,
Second~

in this clinical mode of operation the program

is student-centered and emphasizes maximum flexibility for
the achievement of student needs,

In this setting, the spot-

light is on the student, and on what one aspires to become
and what one needs to know and be able to do socially,

The

ideal in this operation is for cooperative analysis - among
the student, one's parents, and the personnel at the learning
center - designed to select the learning experiences from
the alternatives available in order to get a "goodness of
fit."

For the most part, programs are not irreversible;

plans can be changed as needs and desires shift so that they
always - or almost always - constitute a learning plan designed to achieve certain student-desired objectives.
Third, a further coordinate of the clinical mode of
operation lies in the fact that the program is individualized.
Each program is tailored to each student and can be shifted
as his or her development, interests, idenfifications of
strengths and deficiencies, aspirations, and so forth, shift,
There is an attempt to recreate each learning plan for the
individual's needs.

If resources for the particular plan

are not currently available, the staff can find and make use
of sources so that the student may do whatever he or she and
the professionals within the learning center see as the best
pattern of experiences.

There is no

st~ndardized

curricu-

lum or prescribed textual materials to be mastered,

The
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curriculum defines only areas in which knowledge must be
gained or proficiencies attained.

The rest must be put to-

gether through the decisions made by the learning managers,
coordinators and guidance personnel, in cooperation with
student and parents.
Fourth, in this pattern of operations, the learning
experiences of the student are explora1Q!x.

In the tra-

ditional school there is the tendency to make each learning
experience as discrete and self-contained as possible.

In

the Experience-Based Career Education program, each learning
experience is instrumental for some personalized objectives
bald by or for the student.

The accumulated experience

wfutch strengthens the student's capability to make those
decisions is the ultimate concern - not the mastery of certain
techniques or the ability to repeat certain knowledge.
tral questions which constantly arise includes

Cen-

"Is this for

me?", "Am I for it?", "What does this experience add up to,
as far as my capacitation for effective participation and
contribution is concerned?"
Fifth, recognizing that there is a tendency to permit
exploratory activities to become erratic, rather than purposeful and directive, the developers of Experience-Based
Career Education have devised a systemic approach to the educational program.

Directions are not left to chance.

though sequences are not dictated, the possible sequence

Al-

p
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~elationships

and the designation of the elements and paths

through which

th~y

may be in£orporated within the student's

program have been clearly established.

In the traditional

school curriculum, the parts are discrete and can be viewed as
ends in themselves.

In Experience-Based Career Education

the parts are "systemic" because they are all related to a
greater goal, a more fundamental aspect of relating education
to the life needs and activities of the students.
Sixth, from this point of view, it is apparent that the
whole educational enterprise is viewed as instrumental to the
student's achieving what will help him become a participating
and contributing member of society.

There are obviously some

things in any educational program which can be conceived
as ends in themselves, such as the enjoyment of beauty, the
perfection of atheletic skill, the achievement of competence
in a performing of practical art for avocational purposes.
Within Experience-Based Career Education these activities
play a relatively small part of the total effort.

A criticism

of Experience-Based Career Education may be that it does
not provide students enough experience in these types of
activities, since so much of the emphasis is on those things
that are instrumental to greater ends:

more significant

lifelong learnings, which help the student make decisions
about his life careers, develop both the perspectives and the
skills necessary for finding his place in the world of
affairs and coping with the problems of adult living.

,
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Seventh,· one of the outstanding characteristics of
Experience-Based Career Education if the manner in which the
community is involved in the educational programs.

Not only

employer sites, but resources from a variety of community
sources become a part of the educational capability of the
program.

Students together with adults seek to understand

the nature of the community in which they live and work.
And students utilize those adults and the agencies of which
they are a part to develop their understandings and skills
for self-involvement.

The community becomes a learning re-

source not only for the career aspects of Experience-Based
Career Education, but to attain life skills and understandings as well.

Experience-Based Career Education students

engage in projects in various kinds of community settings,
such as social agencies, government functions, political
groups, recreational, artistic, and expressive activities,
and youth-serving groups.

All such participation is designed

to help them achieve their educational goals.

The program

does not need to be located in a schoolhouse.

The whole

community becomes the schoolhouse.

Although there is a

physical location for each of the Experience-Based Career
Education schools, it is conceivable that some time in the
future there will be "branch offices" of the school dispersed
throughout the community for the convenience of the students
as they relate to specific community activities.

Rather than

being assigned for three or four years to a single school,
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the student will "use" the various branch offices as his
specific projects require,
Eight, as a part of the systemic planning ior
Experience-Based Career Education, guidance and counseling
are integrated with the total instructional system.

Since

the ultimate objectives of the program are to provide opportunities for all students to discover the most appropriate
career, guidance is primarily oriented toward career planning
and decision-making, rather than to crisis counseling.

The

most significant aspect of guidance functions is that guidance
personnel come to know students well, work with them daily,
and become resource personnel for the learning managers and
the field resources and coordinators,

They are also guides

and, in some instances, amy be disciplinarians.

But that

role is less significant than the expectation that their
expertise will be used to help the students achieve their
ends.

In the traditional high school today, a student may

see his counselors once or twice a year or when he has some
difficulties that require corrective action.

Parents are

brought into the situation when they are notified of an
offspring's deviant behavior.

In the Experience-Based

Career Education program, students constantly see their
guidance personnel, work with them systematically or informally as they please, and the guidance counselor attempts
to provide a linkage with the student's home on a positive
developmental and cooperative basis.

f
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A ninth characteristic of the Experience-Based
Career Education program is the remarkable manner in which
technology and media are used as a part of the individualization of instruction.

The capabilities of educational

laboratories have been employed to use technology as appropriately as possible in providing the means to employ
individualized techniques.

Although the technological cap-

ability of the various centers differs to a considerable
degree, the forms for efficient and effective utilization of
the variety of media and technological devices are nonetheless
starting to emerge.
A tenth characteristic of the Experience-Based Career
Education program is that the record system is designed to
serve the developmental needs of the program, rather than
merely be a history of courses taken, credits earned, and
grades achieved.

The record becomes not only a history of

the student's educational experiences, but a diagnostic
instrument which helps to determine where he is going, the
deficiencies he is experiencing, the accomplishments upon
which he can build, the decisions that are being made, and
the alternative directions which have been discarded.

For

both student and staff, it is a clinical record of instrumental value to the instructional development, rather than
just a part of the archives of the school district.
An eleventh, and final, characteristic to be indicated
here is that Experience-Based Career Education is starting

p
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to demonstrate what happens when instructional, development,
and assessment teams work either together .2£ in coordinate
fashion,

It is doubtful that any school districts in the

country have put an amount of money into development and
assessment of programs comparable to what the National
Institute of Education has allocated to Experience-Based
Career Education,

The development teams are constantly at

work, taking the data provided from the instructional and
evaluation teams to revise the systems, to develop the
approaches that are needed and now lacking, or to refine
those already in place,

The evaluation team is constantly

at work not only in designing the evaluation procedures, but
also in identifying effective and ineffective techniques and
the actual accomplishments and needs of students in the
program.

The ideal, of course, has not as yet been attained,

but the principle seems to be working effectively, if on a
rudimentary level, and one would hope that this differentiation
of roles would become a part of the accountability system of
education in the future.

p

PART II

Curriculum Structures

learning packages

,.
CHAPTER III
LEARNING PACKAGES AND
FORl'.'IA 'l1 IVE

EVALUATION PLAN

The data reported in the next four chapters concerns
learning packages in the Experience-Based Careed Education
program.

Appendix A illustrates just one package:

Social

Science.

Three important points need to be made prior to

the presentation of the data.
First, the evaluation plan for the entire ExperienceBased Career Education program entailed both formation and
summative evaluation.

The former means on-going data collection

of particular program elements in order to provide the program
staff with useful and immediate feedback.

The latter refers

to an evaluation of the total pr0gram at the end of a long
period of time to assess its value, worth, and ability to
meet its stated goals.

The discussion of Cheryl and Leroy

represents a form of summative evaluation in that the total
lea~ning

experience of the students is considered over an

academic year,

In the following chapters, the focus is

upon the learning packages as formative evaluation.
Second, this emphasis of the thesis is deliberate
in that the crucial theoretical perspective of ExperienceBased Career Education rests in the re-design and re-struc28
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turing of learning.

The matching of students with resource

people (the "teachers" in the community) implies many tangential aspects of learnings

students interact with a

variety of adults who are "doing" things for a living, as
a hobby, or for fun; students get out into the community
via public transportation, on their own, and learn at their
own pace; school staff spend more time on counseling,
facilitating, planning, and evaluating student's work(s);
and the parents and community (as resource persons) get to
become actively involved in the schooling process of providing education for young people.
as well as problems arise.

Obviously other benefits

However, the importance of

learning packages can be seen in their "re-tooling" education
entirely.
Third, the evaluative process, which this thesis
emphasizes, is an anthropological or qualitative process.
Unlike quantitative evaluation which concentrates on surveys,
test scores, and standardized instruments, qualitative
evaluation focuses upon participant-observation (the method
used in Chapter II, above) and interviews (the method used
in Chapter

v,

below).

The participant-observer is one who

is involved with those being researched or evaluated, yet
slightly removed from a program.

Thus a very subjective

"feel" for the situation under study can be made, as well
as objective judgements about the successes and failures.
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This approach can be readily seen in the works of anthropologists (such as Burnett, 1974; Calhoun, 1975; Cole, 1972;
Gearing and Sangree, 19751 Henry, 1962; Ianni, 1974; Naroll,

1974; Ogbu, 1974; and Spindler, 1972) and sociologists
(such as Carnoy, 1974; Denzin, 1970; Goffman, 1961; Illich,

1968 and 1973: Sarason, 1971; Strauss and Glaser, 1969;
and Watson, 1974).

The data that follows, therefore, is

formative and deliberately qualitative.
Purpose of Learning Packages
Learning packages are guidance materials used by both
students and staff to plan and carry out projects related to
specific careers and aiscipline areas.

Packages are directed

toward the student to encourage self-motivation in planning
and carrying out projects and to develop self-teaching
skills.

Most students, however, need some assistance in

using the packages.

Packages are designed to lighten and
simplify the task of the learning coordinator1 as much as

possible.
Each learning coordinator assumes responsibility for
a package in an area in which he or she has expertise,
acting as a resource to other_ staff and to students.
2
package coordinator schedules and leads the package

The

1.

Learning Coordinators are like regular school counselors
for the students. Each had responsibility for 15-20
students.

2.

Package Coordinator·s are learing coordinators and the
director of operations~
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discussion group meetings; helps students plan and carry
out projects within the package; and relates individual
student interests and learning activities to the broad
issues, concepts, and problems of the package career/
discipline area.

During the spring 1974 semester, the pack-

age developer attended the package meetings to be available
to the package coordinator and students as a resource and to
lead discussions in the coordinator's absence,

These groups

are an important mechanism for assuring that significant
learning is taking place and for enabling students to learn
from one another, thus expanding their learning beyong their
own experiences.
Packages were originally conceived to help students
meet Oakland Public Schools course equivalency requirements,
to encourage simultaneious exploration of careers, as a
means of organizing the available resources, and as mechanisms
for awarding credit on the basis of student performance.
Students are expected to meet_ the package requirements,
described in the package goals, in order to receive credit
for their projects.

A student could complete more than one

project in order to fulfill the package requirements, and
he could take as long as necessary to meet them.

In this

way, it was hoped, credit assignment would be more performance-based than time-based,

All students meeting .the

minimum package requirements would receive the same amount

J2
of credit,

Students seeking additional credit could meet

additional goals.
As the package concept evolved, it became clear that
it could serve other purposes more basic to the goals and
philosophy of the Far West Laboratory's Experience-Based
Career Education program,

One of the primary goals of

learning packages and package discussion groups became their
role in the integrative learning aspects of the program.
The groups provide a regularly constituted forum in which
students who are working on projects in the same general
area can meet to share experiences, discuss related concepts,
and explore the subject in depth.
In short, learning packages and the package discussion
group are designed to simplify project planning in subject
areas required by the Oalkand Public Schools, to facilitate
the blending of subject matter learning with career exploration, and to ensure breadth of learning while providing
mechanisms and a framework for planning individualized
learning activities.
Formative Evaluation Plan
A single qualitative plan was developed to guide the
formative eval ua ti on of the five lea·rning packages.

Data

collection was planned on a staggered schedule so that for
some packages it would be completed prior to the end of the
spring iemester,

It became apparent at midsemester, however,

that few students would be completing their projects before
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the semester ended in June.

Therefore, package formative

evaluation was extended through the entire semester and data
collection was rescheduled to end simultaneously for all
packages in June.
A plan was drawn up in May that called for individual
interviews of the learning coordinators and all students
who participated in the packages.

Students and learning

coordinators were to be interviewed separately for each
package, in some cases requiring three or more interviews
per person.

However, to save time and avoid repetition,

each individual was interviewed only once.

The director

of operations) was als~ interviewed because he coordinated
both science packages.

Data collection from the student

files was postponed until after credit was given so that all
data would be in the files and to prevent undue traffic into
the files when the school staff required access to them.
When package developers began collecting data, it
was discovered that much information was missing from
student files, including Project Sketches, Project Plans,
Project Summaries, and other documents needed to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of the learning packages
(See Appendix A for examples).

Many of the documents filed

were incomplete.

J. Director of Operations is like a regular school principal.

)4
Two other qualitative data-gathering methods were
begun but discontinued during the data collection periods
(1) designed to record the amount and kind of program planning and (2) guidance time learning coordinators spent with
their students, was to be completed every week.

After

several weeks, however, package developers 4 learned that
completion of Attachment A was too time-consuming and awkward for the amount of data it collected, so its use was
discontinued.

A midsemester review of student files was

also scheduled for each package, but when one of the package developers found that the student files contained no
Project Sketches or Project Plans, the other package developers did not review the files.

4.

Package developers are the school's curriculum specialists.

CHAPTER IV
DATA COLLECTION1

METHODS AND RESULTS

The following qualitative methods of collecting data
were used during and at the end of the spring semester,
1,

Learning package discussion groups were taperecorded and the tapes summarized,

2.

Resource persons and resource organizations received and were asked to review copies of packages in which they were included.

3.

Student files were reviewed at the end of the
semester,

4,

Students who participated in packages were interviewed,

5,

Package coordinators were interviewed.

PACKAGE DISCUSSION GROUP TRANSCRIPT SUMMARIES
Physical Science and Biology
These package groups met simultaneously for the following reasonss
1.

Students who were interested in the science packages were not immediately sure which package they
wished to use.

2,

There was a single coordinator for both packages
and he felt that holding two meetings would create
an unnecessary duplication of effort and time on
his part.

3,

Both groups were small enough to easily combine
them.

4,

Both the package coordinator and the package developer felt that the interrelatedness of the
sciences could best be exemplified for the
35
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students by providing them the opportunity to
work together.
This group had its first meeting the week of February 4, during which copies of the packages were given to
students.

The group met

si~

times during the semester.

About twelve students attended the first few meetings.
Later meetings averaged about six students, and the last
few meetings had only three or four students in attendance.
Two additional discussion group periods were set aside for
group activities outside the center and two sessions were
cancelled - one for Easter vacation and one because the package coordinator and developer were unable to attend due to
other responsibilities.
the week of April 15.

The last discussion group was held
Most of the discussion group sessions

were devoted to reminding students to complete Project Plans
and about upcoming activities, with some discussion of what
students were doing and problems they were encountering.
Little discussion of concepts, issues, or problems faced
by scientists took place.

The package developer who attended

the discussion group meetings noted that few students attend
meetings once they get their own project well underway.
Several students apparently had difficulty diciding what they
wanted to do and still had not chosen a project topic as
late as nine weeks after the first package meeting.
Commerce
The first package discussion group met the week of
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March 4.

Three students participated.

Copies of the pack-

age were distributed and its contents discussed.

Two sub-

sequent meetings were held at which two students attended.
The package coordinator was present for part of the first
session but did not attend the other two.

Because of lack

of participation, this group did not continue meeting.
last session took place the week of March 18.

The

These meetings

(

were devoted to helping the three students develop their
project topics and complete their Project Plans.

Some

discussion of issues related to their projects took place,
but not on a planned or organized basis.
Communications and Media
This discussion group held its first meeting on
April 1.

The package had not yet returned from the printer,

but a brief discussion about communications and the purpose
of the package took place and another meeting was scheduled
for mid-April.
tributed.

On April 23, copies of the package were dis-

When discussing the package goals, students

became engaged in a lively discussion of problems in
communications they had been experiencing at the school.
Two other package discussion group sessions took place during the semester.

Subsequent meetings were characterized

by lack of planning and poor attendance.
latter meetings focused on a

discussio~

Generally, these
of the problems of

lack of student participation, but not on broad issues or
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concepts.

As attendance became worse with each subsequent

meeting, the meetings were discontinued.
Politics
The first discussion.group meeting took place February 6,

Copies of the package were given to students.

The

discussion group continued meeting every week through the
week of April 4,

A very short meeting took place on April 17

after the Easter break.
brief,

The April 4 meeting was also very

Twenty-five students participated initially.

After

three or four weeks, eight to ten students were attending.
The meetings just prior to Easter were attended by about
five students.

After Easter, due to the inability of the

package coordinator to attend because of student recruitment
tasks,

t~e

group meetings were abandoned.

EXTERNAL REVIEW OF PACKAGES BY RESOURCES
Every resource person and group included in a package
was sent a copy of the package(s) in which he or she is
listed.

They were sent an open-ended invitation to comment

on and suggest changes in the packages.

Those resources

responding (six) were generally very positive about the
packages.

One resource person offered several suggestions

for modifying the format of the Communications and Media
Package,

Some comments weres

"it (Commerce) is indeed a

profound presentation"; ·"the. (Biology) projects are well

~·
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conceived"; "it (Commerce) is excellent and most complete";
"an excellent ·job (Communications and Media), well organized."
END OF SEMESTER STAFF INTERVIEWS
The staff interview schedule was designed to elicit
comments about the effectiveness of learning packages as
guidance tools for program planning, as well as information
for revising the packages.

The director of operations, as

coordinator for the science package, was interviewed along
with the learning coordinators,

All package coordinators

were asked to respond with regard to all packages, not just
those they coordinated.

There was consensus among the inter-

viewees that packages are useful, however, they were unable
to agree upon how they were useful or for exactly what purposes.

In Appendix B are the questions to which the staff

responded.
The preceding responses indicate lack of consensus
and some confusion about the purpose of learning packages,
how they should be used and their role in the guidance
system.

Staff seemed to have used them primarily as a means

of organizing the resources rathe.r than as a guidance tool.
Yet respondents also stated that they used the learning
package goals, sample projects, and project suggestions
most frequently and that these were the most useful parts
of the packages.

One package coordinator, whose group of
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students was larger than any ·of the others, expressed
problems in coordinating his efforts with the guidance work
of the other learning coordinators.

He stated that his

students' learning coordinators relied on him to help them
plan, carry out, and monitor their projects.

He felt the

monitoring of student's work and progress was the learning
coordinator's, not the package coordinator's function.
End of Semester Student Interviews
The student interview was designed to elicit comments
from students about the usefulness of packages in helping
them :plan and carry out projects, and suggestions for revisions and additions to specific packages.
students were interviewed.

Thirty-one

However, the total number of

possible responses was forty-eight, as some students participated in several packages.

That is, for questions 1

through 18, N=48 (See Appendix C).

The responses from

students about each of the five packages were not significantly different to warrant compiling data by package.
The first portion of the interview schedule (questions
1 through 18) asked package participants to respond to questions about each package.

These questions were concerned with

how students used the packages, how much help learning
packages were in planning projects, and what additions or
modifications they recommended.

In the last portion of the

interview, students were asked about packages in general.

F
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For these questions N is 31, the total number of students
interviewed.
As with the staff interviews, student's responses
indicated a confusion
were to be used.

abo~t

what packages were and how they

Below are ·a few of the questions to which

students responded.

They were fairly evenly divided between

positive and negative responses.
Despite these positive responses, the chart below
shows most students either did not read, did not use, or
could not respond when asked how the various package sections
helped them plan and carry out their projects.

Furthermore,

as discussed later, the review of their projects does not
indicate that students read and understood package goals and
requirements, investigated career relationships through their
projects; or learned how to write project objectives by
using the package.
The last page of the interview schedule divided the
packages into their separate parts so that the usefulness
of each section could be discussed individually.

Students

were first asked to state how the section was helpful.

Each

student responded only once to this question; thus N=Jl
(See Chart on following page).
One student said that the introduction to the package
sparked his interest in his project; one said it was not
important; and one said it was helpful because it was brief.
Two students stated that the tables of contents were helpful

JP
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Freguency of Response
Learning
Package
Section

Explained,
Gave
Guidelines

Introduction
Table of Contents
Goals
Index
Sample Projects
Bibliography
Resource Guides

Did Not
Use or
Did Not
Read

8
2

11

12

8
8
8
19

2

10
1
2

Okay
As Is

5
6
3
6

7

2

1
8

7

No
Res~onse

4

12

7
15
3
8
13

because they were complete, and two mentioned their accuracy.
One student said that the goals were helpful because they
were concise.

Eight students liked the sample projects be-

cause they gave them ideas, while two said they served as
good examples.

Two students noted that the bibliography

served as a good reference point.

One student said he did

not like the format of the resource guides.

But students

who seemed to understand the purpose of the various sections
of the packages were in the minority.

Many students, as the

chart above shows, did not read or never used various sections
of the packages.

Eight students did not read the goals which

gave the requirements necessary for receiving credit.
When asked how the various sectiqns might be improved,
a majority were unable to respond.

(An average of 28 students

4J
did not respond no matter what the section.)

A few students

were apparently confused about the distinction between packages and resource guides (i.e. to specific individuals or
community groups).

Their responses suggest that the pre-

sentation of resource information is inadequate.

Some of

the responses to several questions about how the packages
should be improved, additions needed, and general comments
were as follows (Appendix C contains more complete data):

*
*
*

"say more what you can do" at a resource site
make the resource guides "more realistic"
include a description of the resource person's
environment

*

go to the orientation with the student, then write
guides so they are relevant

*
*
*
*
*

follow up on resource information
include a taped orientation with the resource person
include a street map
include (development) staff members as resources
bring resource persons to the school

END OF SEMESTER FILE REVIEW
Developers were asked to postpone data collection until
after credit assignment when the central student files would
be complete.

In the review, after completion of credit

assignment, few Project Plans and Project Summaries were
found.

Data was also found in places other than the central

filess

some were in the learning coordinators' personal
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notebooks in which they keep copies of students' Project
Sketches, Plans, Summaries, and Semester Reports; some were
in their files in which they often deep students• products;
and some were in the office of the skills specialist who
reviews written products for basic skills evaluation.
Developers were then informed that they did not have
all of the existing documentation.

Some additional documen-

tation wasllocated by operations staff.

Data collection had

been delayed more than once, however, and time constraints
prevented further attempts to compile a complete collection
of records.

Therefore, this report is based on those items

available at the time data collection ceased (i.e. June JO,
1974).

The student files were checked for quantity and completeness of documentation, and the goals and objectives
of Student Project Plans were rated.

The rating system used

was as follows1 1
1.

Inadequate. The goals and objectives do not include
an observable performance or product which would
demonstrate what was learned. For examples
Goal
Learn and understand
the musical scale.

2.

1.

Objective (Indicator)
When someone says, "Hit
a C-flat", arl.d I hit ii:;.

Somewhat Adequate. At least one goal and objective
together provide sufficient information to evaluate
whether the student has met them. For examples

The use of the goal and objective (indicator) format is
derived from N. Gronlund, Stating Behavioral Objectives
for Classroom Instruction, 1970.
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Goal
Learn about postoperative care of ·
animals.

Objective {Indicatorl
Assisting the vet in
postoperative care.

(The above was one adequate goal and indicator out
of a total of four goals and four indicators.)
J.

Adequate. Kore than one goal and objective provide
sufficient information to evaluate student acheivement of them. For examples
Objective (Indicator)

Goal
To know standard drafting
symbols used in building
plans.
To learn standard drafting
techniques for showing
modifications to existing
structures.

To produce a blueprint
for a housing modification
then have the modification
okayed by a state-licensed
inspector.

To know how to use drafting
tools such as a drafting
board, angles, scaling
rulers.
The student's project goals and objectives were also
evaluated to determine if package goals were met.

A similar

rating system to the one above was used.
Forty-six students worked on projects related to packages and/or participated in one or more package discussion
groupsr Jl of these were interviewed.

Forty students completed package-related projects.for credit. 2 Nine of the 46
did not
2.

con~ider

themselves to be "in" the package.

The

Other students received credit for package-related projects
without participating in packages. The difficulties
of sorting out which students received credit in which
areas without participating in packages would require
more time than feasible to complete the task.
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matrix below explains the number of students whose work has
been reviewed for this thesis.

Comparisons of one student's

project to another were avoided so that unfair and invalid
distinctions would not be made.

Comparisons were only made

between an individual student's package and his non-package
project.

A project was considered non-package if the student

did not consider himself part of the package and thus did
not read it, did not commit himself to package goals, and did
not participate in the discussion group.

Some students worked

on as many as five projects at one time.

Number of
Students
Student Activity
Worked on package-related projects
46
Received credit for projects
37
Worked in package and received
28
credit
Received credit outside of
package
8
Interviewed
31

Number of
Pro.ject Plans

62
41

29
11

Project Plans of Students Who- Received Credit Through the Package
The following information is based on a review of
29 Project Plans completed by "package" students.

(17%) Project Plans lacked goals and objectives.
were signed by the learning coordinator.

Five
Two of these

When the remain-

ing 24 Plans were grouped by the package developer according
to adequacy, ten (34%) were found to

b~

inadequate, nine

(31%) were somewhat adequate, and five (17%) were adequate.
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Seven of th ten inadequate Plans and seven of the nine
somewhat adequate Plans were signed by the learning
coordinator.

A total of eleven Project Plans were unsigned.

When the Project Plans were evaluated by the package developer to determine if they met the package goals, 23 (79%)
met the package goals somewhat, and nne (3%) adequately met
package goals.
Project Plans of Students Who Received Credit for PackageRelated Projects But Did Not Use the Package
Eleven Project Plans of eight students who completed
package-related projects outside of packages were reviewed.
Two (18%) of the eleven Project Plans lacked goals and objectives.

Both were signed by tne learning coordinator.

Six (55%) of the Plans were judged by the package developer
to provide inadequate information for evaluating whether the
student had met them.

Three (27%) were found to have somewhat

adequate information.

Ten (91%) of the eleven were not

consistent with package goals.

One (9%) partially met

package goals.
A comparison of individual students' package to nonpackage Project Plans revealed no significant differences
in depth of questions asked, quality or adequacy of project
goals and objectives, or completeness.

The quality of

Project Plans varied by student rather than by whether a
package was used,
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Project Summaries
Every student projec·t which receives credit should be
accompanied by a Project Summary.

Ten of the twenty-eight

students who received credit for their package projects
did not have any Project Summaries in their files.
Summaries filed were incompletes

Half of the

they lacked the learning

coordinator's evaluation of the project; the amount and kind
of credit awarded; the signature (approval of credit assigned)
of the director of operations; and/or the date.

Nine students'

Summaries were complete and filed.
Project Products
Four of the twenty-eight students had no products on
file.

The learning coordinators for two of these students

stated that one student had presented all products orally
and that the other student had turned in several journals
which were to be used as the basis for reports to be turned
in late and thas had been

tak~n

home.

Most of the students'

products reflected the activities and questions listed in
their Project Plans.

However, there wwre several instances

(six out of the twenty-eight students) where students apparently were unable to carry out· their projects as planned,
but did not alter their Project Plan accordingly.

The

majority of the project products did not reflect breadth of
learning, a grappling with significant concepts (those listed
in the· package goals and package goal checklists or comparable
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ones) or with one's own values.

Wh~n

package projects

were compared to projects completed outside of packages,
there were no differences.

Differences in quality were

apparent between students rather than between an individual
student's package and non-package project.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

SUivJMARY OF CONCLUSIONS ABOUT IIViPJ_,EMENTATION

According to the students and staff, the packages
were used and were judged to be helpful in planning projects,
The student files contradict those statements, but the information available was not complete,

Students and staff

could not agree how packages were helpful, or how,they
should be used or improved.

Package discussion groups did

not ensure that significant learning took place,

They were

mainly devoted to completing the necessary paperwork of project planning, making announcements about activities and
new resources, and helping students choose project topics.
Some students confused packages with resource guides.

They

liked having resource guides grouped together according to
categories, but did not use sections of the package which
defined those categories, such as the goals, the introduction,
and the bibliography,

The structure of categorizing resources

was useful to both students and staff, and to that extent
packages made project planning easier.
There was considerable confusion about when a student
was "in" a package.

Some of the learning coordinators said

that certain of their students were working on package pro-
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jects yet, when interviewed, those students said they were
doing independent

projects~

Other students worked on pro-

jects that clearly related to existing packages and should
have developed their projects in accordance with the package
goals and participated in package discussion groups, but
they did not.
Whether projects were developed and completed within
or outside of packages appears to have had little effect on
their quality.

Most were not of high quality.

The questions

students asked were generally concerned with day-to-day
aspects of the program, issue, or organization they were
investigating, such as:
run?"

"How is Berkeley Own Recognizance

"Who supplies the money?"

Offices located?"
such as 1

"Where are the Legal Aid

Students did ask more probing questions

"How powerful can a union be!il'!

"Do young people

have as much power as an older person in a union?"
is astronomy?"

"What

"What do you have to go through in order to

press (rape) charges?

Is is worth it all?"

However, the

students' goals and objectives did not indicate whether or
how these questions would be answered.

The data is not

sufficient to conclude whether packages facilitated learning
or program planning.
The main findings presented above - (1) that discussion
groups were generally unplanned and did not focus substantially on important concepts and issues in their respective areas, (2) that many students did not read or use im-
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portant parts of the packages; and (3) that staff did not
I

completely understand the place of packages in studebt
guidance - point to shortcomings in the implementation process rather than to weaknesses of the packages themselves or
to the lack of viability of the package concept.
REASONS PACKAGES WERE NOT FULLY IMJELEMENTED
There were several reasons packages were not fully
used.

No onB reason can stand alone.

All of the following

factors and circumstances are interrelated.
1.

There was considerable confusion among operations
staff and students about what being "in" a package
meant.

Some students interviewed were surprised to

find that they had been considered part of a package.
Students stated that they did not realize their
project related to a particular package or that
they should have participated in it.
2.

It is possible that some of the confusion ab::iut
packages arose because of the variety of formats
among them.

Packages were developed with different

formats to determine which was most effective.
However, neither students nor staff expressed any
difficulty in using the packages because of format
variations.
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J.

Although the package coordinator was responsible for
planning, scheduling, and leading the package discussion groups, the coordinators seemed to feel that
the package developer should play the major part in
the groups.

Package developers attended all package

meetings and helped students complete Project Plans.
One package developer consistently led the discussion
groups for

on~

of the packages.

Package developers

felt that it was not their responsibility or role,
however, to implement the package discussion groups
n-0 matter how familiar they were with the packages,
since it was an operations funetion.

As a result,

little planning went into the discussion groups, which
became administrative sessions instead of part of the
integrative support system.
groups were

one-~ided

OOost of the discussion

lecture and announcement sessions.

Portions of the meetings were devoted to completing
Project Plans.

4.

Two of the packages were not ready the first day of
the spring semester.

By the time the discussion

groups began, some students had already begun planning
their projects and saw no reason to conform to package
goals or requirements,

Students and learning coordin-

ators expressed the lateness of packages as a problem.
·Students who began pa·ckage-related projects before
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the package came out did not develop projects to meet
package goals.

5.

Student and staff interviews revealed that packages
have beeri viewed by the school staff and students
primarily as a means of meeting Oakland Public
Schools requirements.

Studen~s

who work on projects

which are not necessary for credit in particular subject areas as stipulated by the Oakland Public Schools
have not been interested in the packages nor have
staff expressed a belief that it is important to encourage students to use them in those areas.

For

example, more package-related projects (for elective
credit) were planned and completed outside of the
qommunications and Media Package than any other.
Sixteen students received credit for projects related
to communications and media.

Although one of the

original motivating forces behind development of the
learning packages was the

n~ed

to help students and

staff meet Oakland Public Schools equivalency requirements, the philosophical development of the package
concept evolved beyond that point in the minds of the
development staff.

6.

No one part of the instructional system of the Career
Education High School program functions in isolation
from the others.

Learning packages are guidance and
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program planning tools.

If guidance procedures are

not followed, packages cannot be fully implemented.
The reasons guidance procedures 1 were not fully implemented have considerable bearing on why packages
were not fully implemented.
Package discussion groups are part of the integrative
support function and were designed to imitate the purpose and format of the advisory groups.

The fact that

most students did not develop projects which met
package goal requirements indicates a failure in
project planning.

The discussion groups should have

given students the opportunity to discover the need to
relate their more narrow project concerns to broader
issues, concepts, and relationships.

Instead, the

discussion groups wandered from topic to topic,
focusing most frequently on completion of forms and
other administrative business.

If integrative support

procedures for advisory groups had been in place,
staff could have applied similar procedures and
techniques to the package discussion
program planning procedures

~ad

groups.

If

been in place, packages

would have been more fully utilized in planning package-related projects,

Package goals were designed in

accordance with the requirements· for all projects
and, project planning procedures are basically the same

whether or not the project falls within a package.
In short, the effectiveness of packages was limited
by the incomplete implementation of guidance procedures.
The distinction between operations (school) and development by its nature impinges upon communications and
understanding between the two staffs.

Developers were not

always able to communicate their expectations and were
hesitant to interfere in areas where operations staff had
responsibility.

Learning (Package) Coordinators felt iso-

lated and felt out of the planning process; thus leading
them to be suspicious and unfamiliar with the package material.

CHAPTER VI
RECOMMENDATIONS
The possible causes for incomplete implementation of
packages, discussed in the previous section, were aggravated
by problems in communication, philosophical and conceptual
differences and the need for staff development.

Aside from

dealing directly with staffing and in-service training, the
qualitative data review some specific areas needed for change
in the packages.

Recommendations fall into two categories:

(1) learning package revisions and (2) package implementation.
LEARNING PACKAGE REVISIONS
The student and staff interviews afforded some information about necessary package revisions.

Developers

and other staff members have suggested additional revisions
on the basis of their evaluation and use of the packages.
Make the Packages More Uniform
It is possible that some of the confusion about packages arose because of the variety of formats among them.
The Biology Package, in particular, is organized very differently from the rest of the packages.

Its structure is less

flexible and conforms more closely to a high school text than
the others.

It is recommended that it be revised to be simp-

ler, provide more flexibility, and be more concise.
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All packages should contain the following sections
in the order in which they are listed1
1.

introduction;

2.

a statement about the purpose and nature of package
discussion groups (the same statement should appear
in all packages) ;

J.

a sample list of the types of careers students can
explore through the package;

4.

a list of Oakland Public School courses for which
students may seek equivalency credit;

5.

an explanation o.f how to plan and complete a project
(the same explanation should be used in every package);

6.

a section titled "Project Ideas" which gives at least
four one-paragraph suggestions for project topics,
using questions to prompt students to develop their
own ideas and stimulate further questioning;

7.

a section containing at least three sample projects,
preferably five;

8.

the package goals;

9.

the package goals checklist with an explanation of
how to use it;

10.

an annotated list of resources broken down into resource persons, resource organizations, and community
resources; and

11.

a brief annotated bibliography intended as a sample
of materials considered particularly appropriate by
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students and staff,
Package goals should be revised so that they are more
uniformly worded and have similar formats.
clearly state package requirements.

Goals should

Every package should

include applied basic skills, problem-solving, and careerdevelopment goals in addition to those goals appropriate to
the particular package,

Other sections, such as "How to Plan

and Complete a Project", the annotated list of resources, the
sample projects, the project suggestions, and the annotated
bibliographies should be updated and uniformly formatted.
Some of the packages require a better explanation of
their career/discipline areas by the inclusion of additfuonal
sample projects and revision of their introductions.

The

Politics section of the Social Science Package (see Appendix
A), for example, shouid have one or two additional sample
projects which more clearly

demon~trate

to students the re-

lationship between politice (election campaigns, etc,) and
American government (the judicial structure, the three branches
of government, etc,),

The Communications and lVIedia Package

should contain one or two additional sample projects in the
areas of fine and performing arts and in crafts to clarify
the relationship between those fields and communications.
Every sample project should include the followings
1.

a page which describes the purpose of the sample project, lists the steps to follow without naming specific
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resources to visit (naming instead types of resources
to visit), includes thought-provoking questions, and
refers the reader to the completed project-planning
forms which follow;
.2.

a completed Project Sketch;

3,

a completed Student Project Plan; and

4.

a completed Goal Checklist.
To provide good illustrations, sample projects

hha~ld

be developed using the same process required of students.
(Whenever possible, real student projects should be used.)
1.

Using the Project Sketch1
a.

select an area of interest;

b.

review the resources to find ones appropriate
to that area;

c.

ask some probing questions; and

d.

choose one to three resources to visit for orientations.

2.

Using the Student Project Plana
a.

narrow the focus of the sample project and define
its purpose;

b~

determine the amount and kind of credit desired;

c.

ask more probing questions which imply what you,
as the imaginary student, want to learn;

d,

select additional resources to visit (and record
those already visited) and choose at least one
for exploration-level activities;
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e.

estimate the time required to complete the sample
project;

f.

decide what you want to learn about and learn how
to do, an.d write it in the form of project goals;

g.

decide what you will do to show that you have
achieved your goals and write those as goal indicators, being sure that your performannes and
products can be evaluated and documented; and

h.

record who will evaluate your products and performances,

J.

Using the Goal Checklist:
a.

compare your goals and goal indicators to the
package goal requirements for the amount and kind
of credit required; and

b.

if necessary, write additional goals and indicators
to meet package requirements but be sure they relate directly to the sample project's focus.

Resources no longer available should be removed from
the annotated lists and new ones added.

In their interviews,

students requested addition.al resources for most of the packages; as new resources are recruited during the summer, they
should be added to the appropriate package resource lists.

PACKAGE IMPLEMENTATION
There are two aspects to package·implementation:
using the packages for planning projects (including designing
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projects to meet package goals); and planning and participating
in package discussion groups.
Pro,ject Planning
Any project which falls within the scope of the package categories should be designed to meet package goals.
During initial project planning, learning coordinators can
refer to appropriate packages for topic suggestions, ideas
for questions to ask, reading materials, and related resources.
Students who have particular difficulty deciding what they
want to do can use one of the sample projects to get started.
Goal checklists help students and staff certify that
package requirements are met.

A checklist should be completed

for each project.

evolve

As

projec~s

ideas have to be revised accordingly.

~nd

develop, plans and

At least one month

prior to the completion date, the student should commit to a
Project Plan.

At this point, the Plan should be revised so

that it reflects what the student actually did and how he
intends to demonBtrate achievement of project goals and
satisfaction gf package requirements.

Learning coordinators

should oversee this process and, to the extent possible,
en.sure that Project Plans are revised when and as necessary.
If a student decides to use a sample project, his learning
coordinator should carefully review it with him to help him
modify the sample Project Plan wherever necessary to meet .the
student's own interests, goals, and abilities and to conform to
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currently available resources.
The learning coordinator, not the package coordinator,
should be responsible for reviewing and approving his students'
project planning forms.

If a student needs help his learning
,

coordinator feels unqualified to give, the· student and/or
his learning coordinator can consult with the package coordinator on an individual basis.
Package Discussion Groups
Each package coordinator should set aside a time and
day for the package discussion group meeting.

Package dis-

cussion groups should meet at_ least once a month.

Depending

onesize, variety of interests among student members, and the
package coordinator's descretion, these groups can subdivide
into smaller interest groups each meeting once a week.

Every

student participating in a package should be required to attend
package meetings in order to receive credit for his project.
Participation should begin with initial project planning and
activities and should continue until the project is subl;i}.itted
for credit.

Participation in package discussion. groups for

subsequent projects within the same package should be required unless the student's learning coordinator files a
written waiver.

Discussion groups should be open-entri,

open-exit so that all students do not have to begin their
projects at the same time.
The purpose of package meetings should be to provide
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students witi1 a common forum for:
1.

discussing the broad issues, concepts, relationships,
and theories of the package career/discipline area;a

2.

exchanging and dis.cussing ideas about projects and
field experiences;

J.

stimulating discussions of the package goals through
student exchange of community experiences;

Li-.

furnishing students with occasional background material
and information, showing films, and hosting outside
speakers on topics related to the package career/
discipline area and students' specific projects;

5.

giving interim and final program reports on projects
and presenting project products;

6.

discussing, planning, and critiquing Project Sketches
and Project Plans;

7.

clarifying personal values, problems, or

con~erns

related to careers or issues students are
through the package; and
8.

brainstorming on topics or to solve problems.
Every discussion group should be taped so that:

(1) leari1ing coordinators can use them as an additional source

of information for progress monitoring purposes

(packag~

coordinators can advise a learning coordinator about meetings
during which his students showed either unusual progress or
particular problems) and (2) package coordinators can use
them to evaluate their effectiveness as learning facilitators

and to plan future meetings.
The tapes should be ·kept by the package coordinator,
who can make them accessible tb staff.

Students who missed

meetings could use the tapes also as long as they were not
used as a substitute for attending the meetings,

Tapes of

package discussion group meetings should be kept on file as
long as students and staff find them useful,

Some taped

meetings will become outdated at the end of the semester;
others may prove useful for several semesters or longer.
Package coordinators should meet regularly to share
techniques

and~methods

of managing their role as package

coordinator and learning facilitator,

Whenever possible,

students should share that responsibility by planning and
leading a discussion group session themselves.
While one of the purposes of the package groups is to
help students plan and complete projects, in order to avoid
losing the interest and attention of the large group, indivdual problems should be tackled in conferences or small group
sessions.

Such a procedure depends, of course, on the dis-

cretion of the paclrnge coordinator.

If the problem is common

among the students and appears to be of interest to most
members of the group, then it shouad be
by the group.

di~cussed

and analyzed

Dialogues between the package coordinator and

one or two students, which in essence neglect the rest of the
group members, should be avoided.
Package coordinators should use techniques and methods
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described in other Career Education curriculum guides:

role

playing, simulations, values clarification, etc. as a basis
for leading the package discussion groups.

They can also use

supplementary materials (such as films, guest speakers or
discussion leader, presentations of students' projects, group
resource site visits, and current newspaper and magazine
articles) to help define and question the broad concepts of
the package career/discipline area.
Improvements in package format, increased smaff
understanding of the purpose and _use of packages, and implementation of the recommendations made

else~here

for the

total program should lead to more complete and effective
use of packages as student guidance tools.
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FART III

New Directions for

Experience-Based

Learning

CHAPTER VII
SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUMs
POSSIBILITIES AND PROGR.AJ1',S
Agreement on the nature, conditions, and methods of
learning has eluded scholars for centuries.

In the following

brief Chapter, I will not attempt to draw any conclusions or
issue a pedological "call to arms."

Depending on one's own

background, experience, and education, conclusions can be
drawn.

However, the approach that I want to outline is gen-

erally humanistic and student-centered.

Contributing to the

basic philosophj,c perspective are scholars who discuss "deschooling society" and "education as cultural imperialism."
Other contributions advocate the need for "options" and
"choice" in education while perserving "equal educational
opportunity" and the "rights" of students and teachers alike.
Within this basic philosophical, theoretical, and
practical framework of information, I want to present a theory
on the process of learning.

Secondly, I want to provide a

sequencial curriculum model that will practically fit the
theory.

Finally, a categorization of concepts in the area of

political studies will illustrate the context and depth of
learning that can take place if the entire process is followed
(or modified somewhat).
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The Learning Process
Without a lengthy elaboration, three major points
can be made about learning.
kept minimal.

References and sources will be

First, learning need not take place only with-

in a designated building, between certain ages, or at a
specific time of day, week, month, year.

Tha American academic

calendar and all its trappings (e.g. buildings, vacation,
teaching methods, eta.) are not a function of or for the
learning process.

They are simply conveniences and accidents

that have, over the decades, become institutionalized and,
hence, vested interests to some (e.g. paralleling the previous
list, contractors, holiday and resort ownBrs, and professional
educational schools and credentialing agencies).
This obvious point, however, is meant to illustrate

a serious issue in learning theory:

as people are individuals,

so are the ways in which they learn.

For example, the assump-

tion that all students will be able to comprehend, retain,
and use information in a book or in a lecture, during the
first semester, at age 20, and at 9100 A. M., on Monday,
Wednesday, and Fridays, is absurd.

Such, however, is the

American educational system; and unfortunately, so also is
the approach to learning.

The sad consequence in the pliblic

elem_entary and secondary schools is the tracking system,
embraced by about 80% of the American public school systems. 1
1.

See Finnely and Bryant.

Ability Grouping.

1970.

The tracking syitem had likewise been embedded in institutions
of higher educational learning (in the sense of gaining
knowledge, insight, understanding, and then being able to
conceptualize, theorize,

a~d

use information) can not be

obtained only within a strici, narrow context.

Instead,

learning is individualized and highly egocentric.
The second point can be phrased in terms of a question:
how, then, can learning be systematized?
educators is through schooling.

The answer by most

However, a growing number

of ''thinkers" see schooling as an oppressive punitive system.
Instead, traditional models (systems) of learning are being
re-discussed and newly investigated,

John Dewey advocated

the bringing of the outside world (reality) into the classroom.
Recent educational methodologists have advocated role-playing,
•

psycho-drama simulations, and other contrived techniques to
·make the classroom "relevant."

Illich (1968 and 1973),

Kohl (1969), Rossman (1969), and others have argued that the
schooling model is fine for the learning needs and styles of
~

students but not all students.

There are other kinds

of "de-schooled" learning environments where other students
would best be able to learn.

This approach is strikingly
.·

similar to traditional apprenticeship programs in the 19th
Century.

With it, is the notion of choice as well as high

comprehensive educational standards in basic skill areas.
Other options are also available and extend into all facets
of society at a variety of age levels.

Each one emphasizes
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the

n~ed

fbr learning to be "reality-based."

Today learning

within educati6nal institutionB is abstract and often meaningless.

Consequently, the balance is lost between what

happens in the world today and the wisdom of ancient times.
The last point concerns the accountability of learning.
How does one know what they have learned?

How is it evaluated?

Can learning and knowledge be quantified?

To those with the

College Testing Service or in educational evaluation, the
answers are clearly through standardized tests. Increasing
svidence 2 indicates that tests: (1) do not measure either
ability or achievement; (2) are culturally and linguistically
biased; and (3) are socio-economically oriented against the
lower and working classes.

Culture History3 has shown that

education is the primary institutional tranBmitter of a
society.

Thus, the embodiment of learning into an educational

system has been to preserve the

pos~tion,

values, and beliefs

of a dominant socio-economic minority.
Without tests, how does one evaluate learning?

This

central question which concerns many thinkers today has not
been answered.

The Stull Act (1972) in California insists

that the public schools do some sort of evaluation,

Competency-

based education is the most widely accepted approach (because
it was convenient) through the use of "behavioral objectives"
or "goals".

These are phrases which a student, teacher, or

2,

See Sorgen, Duffy, et al. Family, Schools, and the State.
1974 for a legal review of the literature,

3.

As Carnoy proves in Education as Cultural Imperialism, 1974.
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administrator specify a certain objective that will be
accomplished within a period of time as demonstrated by a
particular behavior. 4
(1)

For example, consider:

Perform the multiplication tables after three months
with 80% accuracy.

(2)

Demonstrate an understanding of communism by writing
a comparative paper on facism in the 19JO's in
Germany.

(3)

Swim 100 laps using five strokes at the end of four
months.

(4)

Teach successfully to at least 75% of the students
the concept of nuclear fission by the end of the
first semester.
Each of these objectives can be thought of as a mini-

contract between the learner and the teacher.

While there

are some serious issues and problems with this approach, it
is the only real alternative to the test-minded evaluation
approach to learning.

Hopefully, the "objective" approach

will also run its course and give rise to stmll others.

It

does, however, provide another alternative in the evaluation
process in which the learner can be the primary decison-maker.
The four examples (1) - (4) also illustrate a related
issue about the content of

l~arning

in terms of evaluation:

the knowledge of processes versus facts,

4.

.Above (1) and (3)

See Grunlund. Stating Behavioral Objectives for Classroom
Instruction, 1970.
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illustrate the fact knowledge-base which is usually a forerunner to processes like ( 2 ). and ( 4) which are theoretic a;/
conceptual knowledge.

The assumption (derived from B. Bloom's

educational taxonomies) is· an inductive, versus a deductive,
learning process.

Of course, this provides us with another

source of intellectual conflict:

is all learning inductive

(i.e. facts evolve into theory)?
My view from the data, is that the processes must be
intermixed.

For the sake of argument we will use the

"convenient" competency-based learning objectives in the rest
of this document.
and doubts.

We do so with the aforementioned concerns

The theoretical sequence of our learning theory

could be schematically represented ass
concepts

-------~objectives------~activities---~products-~credit

derived into

mixed with

for

resulting in

The Curriculum Model
A model can be construed as having three phases1
orientation, exploration, and investigation.

These phases

might correspond to the three quarters (i.e. 10 weeks) outlined in the Oakland Housing Authority Proposal.5

Basically

the idea is to use the "community as a classroom."

By pro-

viding a flexible structure, a sequence, and an inquiry/

5.

Watson.

A Community Development Education Center.

1974.
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discussion seminar, students can learn in a variety of contexts
to suit their nBeds.

The model would allow for students to

start at any phase or to go throuch all three in one academic
quarters.
sequen~e

For those desiring a more structured format, the
over a year's time riould be adhered to.

each phase would

consi~t

Briefly

of the following learning activities

(with the use of methods, such as meetings, courts, hearings,
film/lecture, series, exhibits, an issue or problem, etc.):
Orientation1

I'

the student would be expected to experience at
least several different learning situations of his/her
choice for 5-10 hours spread over several weeks; other
experiences could be happening simultaneously; a
series of objectives would be set-up in advance with
the curriculum coordinator and then met; the whole
quarter could be spent at orientations with the goal
of "getting into so,mething" at the end of the quarter.
Exploration1
several activities could be continued, but with
greater depth; perhaps 10-40 hours worth of -'studyT related research; the activities should now have a
common theme1

study power, analyze decision-making,

or examine construction, standards; each activity
should have an identified "resource-person" or individual
who knows of the student's interests in the activity

-

''
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and would allow the curricultim coordinator to contact
for evaluation.
Investigations
Concentration on one activity with clean-cut
goals and final objective; no limit on time; the results
might be shared with the "resource person" for evaluation or their own use; theccoordinator would visit
and monitor the final "product" which is proof of
the learning completed.
On a regular weekly basis, the students and coordinator
would get together to discuss what each has experienced.
Basic readings might be assigned with the coordinator prepared,
upon need or student request, to provide some theory, concepts,'
or bring information together into a framework.

Part of the

coordinator's time might be spent in bi-weekly individual
progress conferences (held anywhere) and in the field gathering new resources, maintaining contacts with older ones,
and monitoring student progress with activities.

The curriculum

model would appear as:

Orientation-------~exploration-------~investigation

l

Individual
Conferences
and discussion
groups

.
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The Study of Politicss

an example

In attempting to isolate some objectives that might
be appropriate for the political studies curriculum, these
four broad areas of politi9s appear to cover all aspects1

(1) comparative or cross-cultural, (2) elite, (3) socioeconomic, and (4) control.

Each of these and the categor-

ization or related concepts emphasize process rather than fact
information.

E.xamples of sub-concepts are also given under

each.

(1) Comparative/Cross-cultural Politics;
Imperialism

Colonialism

Nationalism

Right/Left

Political kovements Revolution

Empire

Development

Violence

United Nations
Diplomacy Har·
International
Relations
Environment

Economic/Religion

Ji1oderniza ti on

Change

Humane Values

(2) Elite Politics;
Leadership

Bureaucracy

Broker

Decision-Makers

Organizations

Ethics

Political Parties

Struct~re/Function

Culture

(3) Socio-Economic Politics;
Pluralism

Family

Ideologies

Interests

Ethnicity

Interpersonal

Facism to

Elections

Race

Clan

Class

Groups

Anarchism
Urban to

Labor
Business

r

\
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Religion

Age

Rights

Sex

Rural

Military
Opinion

Responsibilities

(4) Control;
Power

Conflict

Systems

Authority

Resolution

Law:

Rules

Alienation

Roles

Philosophy

Education

Participatory

bobility

Cybernetics

Legitimacy

Values

Communications

Beliefs

Statistics.

Judicial, executive,
legislation

While the typology is somewhat arbitrary, it provides
an over-view of the concepts to which objectives should address
themselves in a political studies curriculum.

The array of

concepts also provides the coordinator with a set of contextual learning areas to provide for the students.

The responsibil-

ity of each student would be to pick and choose from among the
concepts and match them with activities which allow them to
obtain the objectives.

The

objective~

and activities would

then result in a product as evidence of completion.

Conclusion
The Chapter has briefly attempted to outline three

77
themes in learning theorys

(i) learning is an individual-

istic process; (2) learning can be put into

a

flexible ed-

ucational structure; and (3) learning must be accountable.
In exploring each of these, the thesis then provided a curriculum model which could easily be adapted to an open learning environment, yet with built-in safe guards.

The discussion

and taxonomy on what a political studies curriculum could
look like provides an example of how students could match
activities with concept objectives.
of both format

~nd

Appendix A gives examples

possible construction of activities with

objectives leading to final products.
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INTRODUCTION

Man ·-<A by natuJte. Md6-0~h aJ'!:.d g~te.e.dy.
Pe.op.te. wah mofte. e.duc.ation make. mofte. mone.y.
The. o.tde.Jt people. get, :the. mofte. c.oMe.Jtvili.ve. :the.y ge.:t.
Blue. c.o.tfaft WO!lkVU> u.6uai£y vote. fio!t Ve.moc.Jtato.
Young pe.opte. :today aJte. a.tie.na:te.d.

The subject matter of the social sciences is people -- groups of people
and people in groups. The aim of the social sciences is to understand, and in
some cases to change, human behavior. Recognizing the uniqueness of individuals
and historical events, social scientists nonetheless look for patterns of human
thoughts, att1tudes, beliefs, values, and ways of acting so that we can better
understand the social environment, past and present, in which we live.
The first task of the social scientist is to accurately describe human
behavior. This is not an easy task. The introductory statements above are
descriptions of the nature, beliefs, or actions of groups of people. But are
they "science" or "fiction"? Can they be tested scientifically? Ho~>J?
Having discovered and described patterns of people's thoughts or actions,
in political, economic, social, religious, intellectual, familial, or other
activities, the social scientist seeks to explain why groups of people and
people in groups think and act as they do.
Many social scientists, and perhaps most people, are unwilling to rest with
understanding what is or has been the nature or cause of people's beliefs and
actions. To social theorists or philosophers the important questions deal with
what ought to be, with how men and women, communities and nations, teachers and
students, parents and children ought to act, and with how the social scientist's
understanding of human behavior can be used to improve the human condition.
Broadening your own knowledge of patterns and causes of human behavior
using the methods and findings of sociologists, historians, political scientists,
anthropologists, economists, psychologists, and other social scientists should
help you not only to understand yourself and your society, but to work rrore
effectively toward your own personal, social, political, and economic goals.

r

HOW TO PLAN AND COMPLETE A PROJECT

~

~

Here are some of the tasks involved in planning and completing a package
project:
1.

Read the materials in the package.

2.

Meet with your Learning Coordinator (LC) to discuss your interests:
a.

what you want to explore within the package: a career,
a comparison of careers, a subject, an issue, etc.;

b.

which resources wi 11 give you the necessary information; and

c.

what you want to learn.

3.

Attend all package discussion group meetings.

4.

Determine your areas of interest, define a topic, and start planning
your project on a Project Sketch. REMEMBER: A6 you move. 6JWm
Pnoje.c:t Skdc.h to Pnoje.c;t Pfun, th-Lo de.Q,{_tti.lion. may c.han.ge. cu youn
~de.a4 be.c.ome. mane. c.tealtly de.ve£ope.d.
Consider these possible
approaches, or others:

5.

a.

a career area to explore,

b.

a subject area to research, or

c.

an issue to resolve.

If you can•t decide on a topic, start by identifying resources that
interest you, complete a Project Sketc~, visit the resources, ask
questions, and then go back to Step l. The purpose of your Orientations should be to identify what you want to learn about or learn
how to do, where, and with whom. NOTE: You mu.6t do cut Ex:p,f.oll..a.t.{_on.
wah an. RP on RO ,{,rz. c.ompte..U,ng youn pita j ec.:t. When you have defined
an area of interest and a topic, start planning your pl~oject using
the Student Project Plan. After a maximum of three related Orientation visits, you should be able to do the following:
a.

Define your project topic and give a brief description.

b.

Identify significant questions you will investigate.

c.

Identify the resources you have used or plan to use in completing
your project and state why you chose them. (If no RPs are available in your area of interest, you may have to recruit one yourself.
Ask your LC and the Resource Analyst for assistance.

d.

Identify related reading or other research materials you will use
and learn how to use them.
6
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e.

Identify special requirements or prerequisites.

f.

Estimate how long your project will take.

6.

Complete a Student Project Plan and make a copy for each resource
person you will visit so that they will know what you are trying
to learn about and learn how to do, and thus can help you do it.

7.

Specify your project goals and indicators. (REMEMBER: You c.an
motd and .oha.pe. tho.6e. goct-U and ..i.ncU.c.atol1..6 to youJL p!Lo je.ct until
the. cuto6n date. de.ude.d upon by you and youJL Le.Mrung CoOJl.cUVl[t:t:otz.,
a.6te.h which you!L P~Loje.ct Pta.n be.come~ a. te.a~L~tng co~~a.ct w~
e..ota.bt.{).,he.d goctLb and indic.a:tlJM you mU.6:t e.nde.a.vo!L to me.e.t. )
a.

Check them against the package using the Goal Checklist.

b.

Include_ at least one product.

c.

Be sure your goals can be assessed; that is, that someone can
evaluate your performance(s) and your product(s). (Negotiate
this with your LC and appropriate RPs.)

d.

Designate who will evaluate your performance(s) and product(s).
(Negotiate ----this also with your LC and appropriate RPs.)

e.

The number of credits you receive depends on the indicators you
complete and the goals you achieve. If you find you cannot meet
all the requirements with one project, do two.

8.

Have ongoing discussions with your LC, keeping him informed of your
interes.ts and steps you are taking regarding them.

9.

Your pl~oject can be designed either to cover a breadth of materia 1
or to focus on a narrower topic in gteater detail or depth. Here
are some alternatives:

de.pth - a.
b.
b~Le.a.dth

rc .
.__

10.

an Orientation, Exploration, and Investigation with one RP or RO;
three Orientations and

thorough Explorations with RPs or ROs; or

t\ow

getting several different points of view by doing several Orientations and one thorough Exploration.

D~cide how the conclusions of your study relate to your own interests,
values, and career goals, and communicate them to others:

a.

orally,

b.

in a written report or essay,

c.

with photographs or drawings, or

d.

by tape or any other method of communication you prefer.
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11.

In order to receive credit, have your product(s) and perfol~mance(s)
reviewed and evaluated by the person designated on page 3 of your
Student Project Plan. (See Step 7.d. ab.ove.)

Be sure your evaluator(s) record their assessment on page 3 of your Student
Project Plan, in a letter, or by telephone to your Learning Coordinator. If you
agree with the evaluation, add your own initials. If you disagree, state your
reasons in the comments column. Turn in the completed evaluat·ion form (page 3
of your Student Project Plan) to your LC with your products and Project Summary
Report for assignment of credit.
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PART I
POLITICS

9

..
INTRODUCTION TO POLITICS SECTION

"Man -W by ncduJLe a. po.t.Lt.<.c.al.. a.nima.f."

"A Muai.. .<.n~unc.t -W imp.ta.nted in a.ff men by natuJte, and yet
he who t)iMt 6ou.nded the ~tate. WM the g!tecdut a 6 bene6ac.toM.
Fo!t man, when pe!t6ec.ted, u the but 0 n a.n.<.m~ but when .6epa.Jtcded 6-llom .e.a.w a.nd jMtic.e, he -W WoMt o 6 ail."
I

-- AIU-6to :tee

A study of any aspect of the American governmental system involves, by
definition, a study of politics -- the system by which a people organize themselves, protect themselves from people and nations outside that system, and
provide for the public "good." Politics is participation, and the struggle to
participate, in the decision-making structures of society.
Government workers, agencies, bw·eaus, organizations, and programs on the
local, state, and federal level ar.e part of the American political system. The
courts, the police, the Internal Revenue Service, the welfare department, and
housing authorities all take part in determining how the country is run. Whatever your particular interest may be -- whether your concern is for the rights
of women, children, Blacks, Asians, or Native Americans; better understanding
of court processes and procedures; or improving the quality of urban life -you can develop a project around it using the Politics section of the Social
Science Package.
This section offers you some suggestions for possible study projects in
the form of project ideas and sample projects; a statement of minimum goals your
project must address if you desire credit in American government or elective
political science areas (such as comparative governments or international
relations); a goal checklist; an annotated list of resources (community and
employer); and a bibliography. In addition to meeting the minimum goals of the
Politics section, your project should also be desjgned to include the Social
Science Package goals of acquiring and communicating information, developing
problem-solving skills, and exploring and evaluating career options.

11

Participation in discussion groups with your fellow students working on
politics projects will assure you of a broad exposure to the subject required
for credit in American government. The fo 11 owing pages offer pt~oject suggestions
· and samples. Notice that students start with their own ideas or interests and
develop them into projects which also satisfy requirements. For other project
ideas, you might brainstorm with your fellow students. We hope, above all,
that the Politics section of this package allows you the freedom to explore
your own interests while developing some-of the knowledge and skills needed for
effect·i ve, informed ci ti zenshi p.
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PROJECT IDEAS:

WHAT IS POLITICS?

The State. Governor Reagan•s veto of a bill preventing arbitrary
closings of state hospitals was recently overturned by the state legislature.
This is the first veto override in 28 years, but the governor shrugs it off
as 11 Unimportant 11 and .. inevitable. 11 What real effects can this override have
on his future presidential hopes? Does voter defeat of his tax limitation
initiative in November 1973 (Proposition 1) take on new significance?
The Nation. The Watergate scandal has been with the nation a whole
year. Political careers have been sacrificed to it. Public faith in the
funerican government and those who run it is at an all-time low. To date,
17 current members of the House and Senate have declared their intentions
to retire rather than face popular elections this fa11. The President of
the United States has resigned; an appointed Vice President now heads the
nation. But is Watergate changing anything? When it is behind us, will
American politics be 11 cleaner11 ? Are we, as a political system, heading
toward some sort of 11 renewa1 11 process, or simply reacting to imnediate
problems?
The Econo~. Independent American truckers across the nation recently
went on strike protesting diesel fuel shortages and prices, government controls
on shipping rates, and the general management of the government. Who is really
responsible: oil companies; Arab oil magnates; auto manufacturers; congress;
the President? How greatly wi 11 such things as the strikes and shortages
affect our economy this year? And beyond the energy crisis and its reality or
falseness, how will these effects be expressed in American political action
and changes brought about by the 1974 elections?
The Legal System. During fall, 1972, the son of a prominent Bay Area
family was seized at the airport with suitcases full of marijuana. He was
released, almost immediately, on his own recognizance by a judge of the
Superior Court. Moreover, he was only charged with an obscure violation:
possession of 11 proscribed 11 goods. His good fortune is not in dispute. If,
however, it had been you instead, would you have been released without posting
bail? Would you be charged with a vaguely-worded violation? Or, would you

13
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be charged with possession of drugs for sale? How does our legal system operate?
What is the limit of a judge•s discretionary powers? Does the public care about
these matters? What groups or legislators insure equality and justice under lai-J?
And what signs can we point to which indicate success or failure in such attempts?
The FaJI1l.y.
1 make the money in this household, so we will go where I want
to go!
~~r~ary wants to be a nurse and Johnny wants to be a doctor.
"Your
mother runs the house and I (the husband) take care of the yard.
All these
commonly expressed views are under serious question today. Within the family
unit, the traditional t~oles of women and men are changing. The turmoil and
conflict resulting from this change in our basic social institution (the family)
can be seen as political. Power within the family (as elsewhere) often rests
with those who have or control money or economic wealth. But there are other
sources of power and authority as well. The roles and rules by which the family
operates are political in nature: Who has the power? The authority? L~hy?
How are decisions made and by whom? What are the controls on individual behavior?
Politics in the family often para1lels"politics in large organizations and
government. Alliances, trade-offs, influence, and control are all appat~ent
within the family, as they are in the political arena. In what ways is the
family not like other political units? How do families affect the political
views and actions of their members?
11

11

11

11

)
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SAMPLE PROJECT l
COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN THE OAKLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The purpose of this project is to investigate the nature and extent
of community participation in the decision-making processes of the Oakland
Public Schools {OPS). Places to start would be the Administrative
Offices of OPS, especially the Department of Community Services, or your
local school administrator's office.
1.

Find out what kinds of community groups participate in school-site
activities.

2.

Attend meetings of some active community groups and interview their
members.

· 3.

Investigate a current school issue in which community groups have
. expressed concern.

4.

Talk with teacher organizations and their representatives about the
issue and their views on it.

5.

Attend School Board meetings and then research issues or problems
posed by the Board, staff or community groups.

The sample project will help you think of questions to ask and resources
to visit. Be sure to do some reading, and keep an accurate reocrd of your
contacts and findings.

15
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STUDENT PROJECT

I

Pl.AN (Continued)

Page 2 of 4

I I. IDENTIFICATION OF RPsl ROsl & CRs
A. Comp_leted

(Identify RPs, Ros, and CRs already visited for orientation)
Hours
Resource Name
Phone
RP RO CR
Address
Spent

Mike Bradley, AFT
OPS School Board Mtgs.

-

1236 Second Avenue
836-0991 x
Oakland
1025 Second Avenue, Oak. 836-2622
Administration Bltfn

5
3

x

-B. Planned (Identify the RPs, ROs, & CRs you PLAN to work with. Repeat names from
above if you plan additional vists. Your project MUST include an exploration
with at least one RP or RO.)

Resource Name

Mike Bradley, AFT
OPS School Board Mtgs.
School Safety Comm.

~

Phone

Address

Acty *Level
RP
E I
0

1236 Second Avenue
836-0991
O::iltl anrl
1025 Second Avenue, Oak. 836-2622
Arlmini"tratinn Rltfn
1025 Second Avenue, Oak. 836-2622
Administration' Rlrln

x

RO

CR

Est.
Hours

x

x
x

-70

x

30

x

30

O=OI'ientation (1 - 9 hour8); E=ExpZoration (10-39 hours); I=Investigation (40 plus hrs)

c.

Related

Readin~LResearch

(Give Titles)

Interviews with students 2 teachers, administrators, and cow.munity Reogle.
Construct a surve~ and/or guestionnaire. Participate on panels and in n~etings.
Read: The Politics of School Desegregation by Robert L. Crain; newspaper
articles; and The Open Classroom by H. Koh.1 .
III. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OR PREREQUISITES NECESSARY FOR SITE VISITS (See RP reports or
Community Resource reprts.
cates, etc.) '

Some sites require special insurance, health certifi-

A. Prequi.sites
B. Materials or

~quipment

IV. ESTifVL.11.TED TIME REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES
A. Site Visits
B. Reading

130

Hrs.

Product Production __2.Q__ Hrs.

20

Hrs.

Other (specify)

LAST DATE FOR COf'IMITMENT
TO.COMPLETE PROJECT

PLANNED PROJECT
COMPLETION DATE

lR

Hrs.

TOTAL
HOURS

170

I

SAMPLE PROJECT 2
THE AMERICAN WOMEN'S MOVEMENT FOR EQUAL RIGHTS

There is much concern today about the roles, status, and economic power of
women in our society. Newspapers and television carry stories about feminist
organizations and demands for women's rights. Some say women are "second-class
citizens. A project exploring the past, present, and future of women in our
society could help you answer questions such as:
11

0

What are the roles and status of women in this decade?

0

How have these changed in the 1ast 25 years? In the last 50 or 100
years?

0

In what direction do we seem to be moving in our redefinition of
women's roles in our society?

0

What tactics have women used to achieve greater equality in political,
social; and economic power and status? What tactics are 1ikely to work
best in achieving the goals of the women's movement? Why?

A project exploring the past, present, and future of women in society
could be enlightening to both female and male students.
1.

One place to start would be with a women's organization. Counseling
centers specializing in women exist at most colleges and universities.

2.

Libraries offer excellent resources, including old magazines and
novels as we·ll as history texts.

3.

Bookstores have numerous recent publications and guides, and referrals
dealing with the women's movement.

4.

Focus upon a particular organization or institution such as labor
unions or politics (traditionally a man s domain and investigate
cha.nging roles of women.
11

23
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far:z

PROJECT

SKETCH

Use this foPm to plan yoUP. oPientations pPioi-· to visiting a Pesoul'ce.
Learning CooPdinatoP's appPoval.
Student

Date

LC

Technical Advisor {if any)
I.

Obtain your

Packag""

Socia 1

Scjen~eLPclili

cs

AREA OF INTEREST {Indicate the specific career, subject, or issue area you want
to explore as a possible project)

The American Women's Movement
I I. WHA.T QUESTIONS DO YOU WANT TO INVESTIGATE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS ARfA OF
INTEREST?
1.

2.
J.

4.
5.

Were women of the ~ast more oeeressed than v10me_Q_of toda,:t? In what wal':s?
How2 if at all 2 have the demands of the women's m()vement changed over time?
After build·ing up momentum, how and v1hy did the mov_emen..t. burn out_in the 19.2.Q.:.s?
What were the various reactions of w.eo and husbands to the movem?nt?--1'1l:tilt_Qj_Q
they do about it either way?

6.

7.
8.

·----

II I. WKl\T RESOURCES WILL YOU USE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS INTEREST?

~/RO/CR (CiPcle one)

Kathl Drolet
Address
2915 24th Stre~~r:Lfr.g_ncisco
Women's Law Association
RP~CR.(CiPcle one)
Boalt Hall 2 Berkelel
Address
RP/Ro@rcircle one) A Woman's Pl ace Bookstore
Address
5251 Broadwat 2 Oakland

Phone

647-6727

Phone_

642-4299

Phone

654-9920

OTHER RESOURCES {Give name of person or title of read.ing material)

Oakland Publjc Librar.x, MQe's BQQkS
CHECK
APPROPRIATE
BOXES

r>

[ ] I have recruited this resource
lX J I have read RP/RO guide
[ J I plan to recruit this resource
IX J I have checked the CR file
[ J I have checked for related books/pamphlets
DATE

APPROVED BY LC

[ J The student has decided to do a project in this interest area.
LC
FOLLOW-UP

~

[ J The student has decided not to pursue this interest further because:

TAKE YOUR COPY OF THIS SKETCH WITH YOU TO GUIVE
YOUR 0 RI ENT ATI 0 N ACTIVITIES WHEN VIS I TI NG RESOURCES

Distribution:

~

Original (UJhite) - LC, YelloUJ - stwkmt, Pink - Pesourice analyst
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fan west school

STUDENT PROJECT PLAN
Pa<J..e 1 of 4

STUDENT

PROJECT NO.

PACKAGE

LC APPROVAL

DATE

DATE PROJ. STARTED

TECl-NICAL ADVISOR(S) (If any)

I.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

- - The

A. Title

American Women's Mlvement for Equal Rights:

PL,nj\JNED CREDITS

~~istory

FWS Credits

OPS Subject Area(s)

1.
2.

American Government
U.S. Hi story

5

5

3.

and Current Trends
OPS Units
-----

0.5

- -0.5
------

When and why did women
begin to guestion their roles in our societ,l'? vie re (are) women o~~ressed? Who
started the women's rights movement and why? I plan to investigate the rel a ti onshi~ of the women's movement in the past to the present struggle of women in
America, learn about laws affecting women's status, and expLo__r~_I.'E.Y_S that women_
can achieve egual rights.

B. Theme

(Please give a brief description of your project)

C •. Questions to be Investigated:

What is oppression? What forms can it take? Have the meaning and forms of
oppression of indivjduals and grou12s changed over time? What are the current
roles and status of women in American society? How and why have women's roles
and status changed over time? In what ways were women of the past more oppressed
th2n women of toda~? How, if at all, have the demands of tbe women's movement
changed over time? After building UQ momentums how and why did the movement burn
out in the 1920s? What were the various reactions of_men and h~sbands to the
nn'iemen:t? What did they do about it ei :ther itay? Jfu.aj;_curren:t trends are emergiag in tbe mo'iemea:t for won~a's rights? Wba:t klrids of tactics djd_\olOJTie.D use :to
wia early rights and what were tile basic d gbts :tbey i:toa? Wba:t kjnds of laws
were women og~ressed by? Whi~h Qf these Jaws remain on tbe bQQks tQda~?
FOR LEARNING COORDINATOR USE ONLY
Mid
Term
Review

Initials

Date

End of
Semester
Review

r

Initials

Date

I
I

25
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STUDENT PROJECT PLAN (Continued)

Page 2 of 4

I I. IDENTIFICATION OF RPsl ROsl & CRs
A. Comp_leted

(Identify RPs, ROs, and CRs already visited for orientation)

----

Pesource Name

Woman's Place
MAI> I

<:

"8()()

RP

RO

CR

5251 Co 11 eqe WaJ'.'.
154-9_920
ll'wiaht vJ;w and fol~bi8_49--2078
- 273-3222
125 14th Street

ks

Public Library
Cari Jarami 11 o
Dir. Community

Phone

Address

Service~?315

444-6510

Valdez

Hours
Spent

x

2

x
x

x

2

2

10-12
----

B. Planned {Tdentify the RPs, ROs, & CRs you PLAN to tvork with. Repeat names from
above if you plan additional vists. Your project MUST include an exploration
with at least one RP or RO.)
Resource Name

Kathy Drolet

*

Phone

Address

Box 40099, s. F.

Acty *LeveFr~p
E I
0

>--

647-6727

x

RO

CR

x

Est.
Hours

50-75

O=Orientation (1 - 9 hours); E=ExpZoration (10-39 hours); !=Investigation (40 plus hrs)

c.

Related

Readin~/Research

(Give Titles)

·sisterhood Is Powerful
Women and WorK jn America
lloi ces From Women's Liberation
Womankind: Beyond the Stereotypes
III. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OR PREREQUISITES NECESSARY FOR SITE VISITS {See RP reports or
CoJlllllunity ~esource reprts.
cates, etc.)
A. Prequisites

Some sites require special insurance, health certifi-

none

B. Materials or Equipment

None for what I am doing.

IV. ESTlfv'ATED TIME REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES
A. Site Visits
B. Reading

70
40

LAST DATE FOR COM"-1ITMENT
TO COMPLETE PROJECT

Hrs.

Product Production

35

Hrs.

Hrs.

Other (specify)

15

Hrs.

transit

PLANNED PROJECT
COMPLETION DATE

26

TOTAL
HOURS 160

I

fan west school

SOCIAL SCIENCE PACKAGE GOAL CHECKLIST

STUDENT'S NAME
PROJECT TITLE

DATE

The American Women's M:>vement for Equa1 Rights
GOAL REQUIREMENTS

GOAL
ELEMENT OR TECl-NIQUE

REQUIRED
1. APPLIED BASIC
SKILLS

One element
from each
group

Acquiring Information

[xJ a. reading
[ ] b. listening
[ ] c. viewing
Communicating Information

[ J a. writing
[X) e. speaking

[ J f. innovating

2. PROBLEM

All elements

SOLVll'Ki SKILLS

[X] a. define problem
[ X] b. identify and use resource and methods Of

acquiring

inforn~tion

[X] c. propose/evaluate possible solutions
[X] d. identify actions necessary to carry out

solutions

3. CAREER

DEVELOPMENT

All elements

[X] a. roles and functions of employee

[ X] b. relation of job to other jobs
[ X] c. qualifications for entry
[X] d. working conditions
[X] .e. rewards
[X] f. current and projected demand
(X] g. organizational affiliations
[X] h. geographical limitations
[X] i. personal evaluation

29
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SOCIAL SCIENCE PACKAGE - POLITICS GOAL Ct-ECK.LIST

sruoENT' s NAME
PROJECT TITLE

DATE

The American Women's Movement for Equa1 Rights
GOAL REQUIREMENTS

GOAL

1. JIJvlER I CAN

GOVERN'-1ENT/
POLITICS

REQUIRED

ELEMENT OR TECHNIQUE

At least three
elements or
three
comparable
elements

[ ] a. power relationships among government
levels
[ ] b. relationships among government agencies
[ ] c. your rights and obligations as a citizen
[X] d. ways your life is affected by govern.~ent
actions
[ ] e. sources of political power
[X] f. interest groups, political novements, and
Political parties
[X] g. ways of influencing goverr.ment action
[ ] h. values and other factors influencing
political participation
[ ] i. formal and informal rules of American
politics
[X] j. major trends in the political environment
[ ] k. other (specify)

OR

2 • POLI TI CAL
IN~IRY

At least three
elements or
three
comparable
elements

OR
a combination
of three
elements
from Go•l 1
and Goal 2

3. U.S. HISTORY

[ ] a. power
[ ] b. law

[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

[X]
[X]
[X]

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

authority
public opinion
political participation or behavior
political socialization
political institutions
democracy
other (specify>~~~-~~~~~~~~~~

a. women'.6 movement in :the 1920.6
b. wto!U..c..a1. e.venU afi fiecting the.
. "wvuu.ion" o 6 women and men
c.. fiact.DM in Ame!U..c.an lifie in :the 1920.6
a6 6ec.ting :the women' .6 movement

30
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SAMPLE PROJECT 3
IMPACT OF REVENUE SHARING ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
The relationships among local, state and federal governments are confusing and often undefined. To find out more about how they must cooperate,
look into the economic relationships between two levels of government. The
politics, problems, and solutions can be provocative. Investigation of the
impact of revenue sharing on state, county and city governments offers an
excellent focus for expanding your knowledge of the functions and relationships
of governmental bodies at various levels.
l.

Choose two 1evel s of government to compare.
representatives at each level.

Interview severa 1

2.

Do

3.

Follow some current issue or policy related to revenue sharing through
meetings, legislative sessions or public conferences.

4.

Get reactions and viewpoints from citizen or public interest groups.

some research into the history and current policies of economic
interaction between the levels of government.

The sample project has some additional ideas and directions. You'll
have to do some reading and extensive background work, especially if you want
to get at the economic roots of governmental relationships.

31
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PROJECT

Obtain your

use this form to plan your orientations prior to visiting a resource.
Learning Coordinator's approval.
Student_

Date

LC

PackageSoci al

Technical Advisor (if any)

I.

)

SKETCH

Science/Politics

AREA OF INTEREST (Indicate the specific career, subject, or issue area you want
to explore as a possible project)

The Political Imp 1i cations of Revenue Sharing (effect on 1ocal go'ler.nments)

-

I I. WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU WANT TO INVESTIGATE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THIS ARE.A OF
INTEREST?
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

What is "revenue sharing?"
Who profits most from revenue sharing?
Where did the design for revenue sharing come from?
How does revenue sharing affect local political pD't1er?
Does revenue sharing have an impact on local elections?

-

6.
7.

8.

)

III. WJ-11\T RESOURCES WILL YOU USE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS INTEREST?

Ira Kal insky
Office of Supervisor Tom
Address
Public Library
. RP/Ro@rcircle one)
13th and Oak
Address

Phone 874-5236

€£)tRO/CR (Circle one)

RP/RO/CR (Circle one)

Bates~

1221 Oak Street
Phone
Phone

Address

OTHER RESOJRCES (Give name of person or title of reading material)

CHECK
APPROPRIATE
BOXES

r>

[ J I have recruited this resource
l I have read RP/RO guide
[ J I plan to recruit this resource
l I have checked the CR file
[ l I have checked for related books/pamphlets
[X
[X

APPROVED BY LC
LC
FOLLOW-UP

~

..

DATE

[ l The student has decided to do a project in this interest area.
[ l The student has decided not to pursue this interest further because:

TAKE YOUR COPY OF THIS SKETCH WITH YOU TO GUIVE
YOUR ORIENTATION ACTIVITIES WHEN VISITING.RESOURCES

Distribution:

~

Original. (white) - LC, Yell.ow - student, Pink - resource analyst
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STUDENT PROJECT PLAN
Page 1 of 4

STUDENT

PROJECT NO.

PACKAGE

LC APPROVAL

DATE

DATE PROJ. STARTED

TECl-NICAL ADVISOR(S) (If any)
I.

-

-

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. Title

---

ImQact of Be venue Shar] ng__nn LocaJ

fill~ermnr>nt

PUNNED CREDITS
OPS Subject Area(s)

1.

American Government

·FWS Credits OPS Uni ts
----- ---·5
0.5
--- - --·---

2.
3.

B. Theme

(Please give a brief description of your project)

I will investigate the impacts of revenue sharing on the services pro vi de~---individuals and municipalities, the power of elective or~intive officials
over the fl ow of revenue sharing funds, and attemet to determine whether the
coming of revenue sharing is affecting the __c::ompQ_si ti on of ele_ctive bodies i_n_ _
Alameda County.

c.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Questions 'to be Investigated:

What is meant by "revenue sharing?"
Are some types of communitie? profitin_g_from it more than others?
---Has Oakland's share of the revenues of fede~al s~ending gone UR or do;vn under
the pl an?
Is revenue sharing a political gimmick?
How can the law on revenue sharing be challenged or chan~d?
Are revenue sharing funds being responsibly administered?
What can I I as an individual, do to insure eguitable distribution of f1,mds?
How does revenue sharing affect the services a~aj]ab]e to an indi~idual
and the taxes he must ~a~?
How does revenue sharing affect local politics and election results?
FOR LEARNING COORDINATOR USE ONLY

Mid
Term
Review

Initials

Date

End of
Semester
Review
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STUDENT PROJECT PL.AN (Continued)

Page 2 of 4

I I. IDENTIFICATION OF RPs1 ROsl & CRs
A. Comp_leted

(Identify RPs, ROs, and CRs already visited for orientation)

Fesource Name

Phone

Address

RP

RO

Hours
Spent

CR

-

Ira Kalinsky
Oakland Public

1221 Oak Street
Libra~

874-5238

x

1 i;

13th and Oak Streets-

x

5

~

(Identify the RPs, ROs, & CRs you PLAN to work with. Repeat names from
above if you plan additional vists. Your project MUST include an exploration
with at least one RP or RO.)
Est.
Acty *Level
RP RO CR
Phone
Resource Name
Address
Hours
E I
0
B. Planned

David Johnson
Ai de to the Maver
Ira Kalinsky
Airli:i tn C::1m

City Hall, Office of
the Mavor

R;it!>c:;

l??l

Henry Woods
rt'lunci lman_Cotc

Aitfo tn

273-3141

x

x

lfl-?0

_Dak Street

Q7Ll.-~?':\t:

v

v

H:_?I)

14th

?&;1-?Q71'

v

5

3816 E

C:t\"t>t>i-

v

--

*

O=Orientation (1 - 9 hours); E=Exploration (10-39 hours); I=Investigation (40 plus hr.s)

c. Related Readin~iResearc~ (Give Titles)
Daily newspapers: Oakland Tribune, San Francisco Chronicle, San Francisco Examiner.
Magazines:
Time; Newsweek, U.S. News and World Report. Ramparts.

III. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS OR PREREQUISITES NECESSARY FOR SITE
Community Resource reprts.
cates, etc.)
A. Prequisites

VISIT~ (See RP reports or
Some sites require special insurance, health certifi-

none

B. Materials or Equipment

tape recorder

JV. ESTifvl.ll.TED TIME REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES
A. Site Visits

40

Hrs.

Product Production

B. Reading

15

Hrs.

Other (specify)

LAST DATE FOR COM'v1ITMENT
TO COMPLETE PROJECT

20'

Hrs.

5

Hrs.

transit

PLANNED PROJECT
COMPLETION DATE

34
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TOTAL
HOURS

80

I
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PROJECT GOALS, INDICATORS, AND EVALUATIQ\I

fan west school
Student _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Project
LC - - - - - - - - - - Title

Impact of Revenue Sharing
on Local Government

1.

2.
VJ

V1

I

I

3.

1

I

I

To find out if revenue sharing has had a
positive effect on the ability of the
governments of Oakland and Alameda County to
provide necessary services to their citizens.
a. Complete an essay on the view of people
in local politics regarding revenue
sharing.
b. Develop a chart showing per capita
expenses before and after revenue sharing.

Due
Date

USE AS MANY COPIES OF THIS PAGE AS ARE NECESSARY

Date comp.

Initial~

Evaluator

Comments

Date I& Ratins

I 4/201Ira
Kali nsky
j 4/10,Package

Coordinator

Understand the types of stresses and political
changes that can occur at a local government
level when something such. as revenue sharing
is imposed from above.
a. Outline the identifiable political changes 4/20 \Package ·
which may be attributed to revenue sharing
Coordinator
I
b. Describe the developing attitudes of
4/20 !Ira
community groups and fund recipients under
Kal insky
revenue sharing and determine if any broad
trend of acceptance or rejection is
underway.
Know what types of po1itical action can be
initiated or successfully completed to
challenge or change revenue sharing.
a. Prepare a taped lecture on the types of
alternatives available to me as an individual, including legal and social pressures I might bring to bear to make the
government respond to complaints about
revenue sharing.

Date due

For Evaluator's Use

For Indicators
Goals and Indicators

Page 3 of 4

(See.INSTRUCTIONS on Reverse Side)

I

I

II

4/30 !Ira
\Ka1 insky

I

I

I
I

I

'

T

fan west school
Student~~~~~~~~~-

Project
Title

Impact of Revenue Sharing
on Local Government

Analyze careers in local government.
a. Prepare two job descriptions -- one for
Mayor and one for County Supervisor's
aide -- and discuss what I would like
or not like about each job .

Due
Date

Evaluator

Date due
Date comp.

For Evaluator's Use

For Indicators

4.

Page 4 of 4

(See INSTRUCTIONS on Reverse Side)

LC ~~~~~~~~~~-

Goals and Indicators

1

PROJECT GOALS, INDICATORS, AND EVALUATJCN

Initial~

Date I &

Ra tin5

Comments

Learning
Coordinator

...,.,
en

USE AS MANY COPIES OF THIS PAGE AS ARE NECESSARY

1

l
.<\

.

: ...._....../

u

,•
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SOCIAL SCIENCE PACKAGE GOAL CHECKLIST

SlUDENT' S Nl\ME
PROJECT TITLE

DATE

Impact of Revenue Shari.ng on Local Government
GOAL REQUIREMENTS

GOAL
ELEMENT OR TECl-N I QUE

REQUIRED
1. APPLIED

BASIC

SKILLS

One element
from each
group

-

Acquiring Information

(X] a. reading
[ J b. listening
[

1 c. viewing
Communicating Inform.a ti on

[X) d. writing

Cxl e. speaking
J f. innovating

[

2. PROBLEM

All elements

[X] a. define problem
(X] b. identify and use resource and methods of
acquiring information
(X] c. propose/evaluate possible solutions
[X] d. identify actions necessary to carry out
solutions

All elements

[X] a. roles and functions of employee
[X] b. relation of job to other jobs
[X J c. qualifications for entry
(X] d. working conditions
(X] e. rewards
(X] f. current and projected demand
[X] g. organizational affiliations
Cx J h. geographical limitations
lx l i. personal evaluation

SOLVIl\G SKILLS

3. CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

37
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SOCIAL SCIENCE PACKAGE - POLITICS GOAL Ct-ECKLIST

STUDENT'S NN"1E
PROJECT TITLE

DATE

Impact of Revenue Sharing on Local Government
GOAL REQUIREMENTS

GOAL

ELEMENT

REQUIRED
1. AMERICAN

GOVERN'-'IENT/

POLITICS

At least three
elenx'?nts or
three
comparable
elements

OR

2 • POLI TI CAL

INQJIRY

At least three
.elements or
three
comparable
elements
OR

a combination
of three
elements
from Goal l
and Goal 2

OR

TECHNIQUE

[X] a. power relationships among government
levels
[ ] b. relationships among ·government agencies
[ ) c. your rights and obligations as a citizen
[X) d. ways your life is affected by government
actions
[ ) e. sources of political power
[ ] f. interest groups, poli tica.l movements, and
political parties
J!S.L-g. ways of influencing government action
'[ ] h. values and other factors influencing
political participation
[ ] i. formal and informal rules of American
politics
[ ] j. major trends in the political environment.
[ ] k. other (specify)
[ ] a. power
[ ] b. law

[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
)

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

authority
public opinion
political participation or behavior
political socialization
political institutions
democracy
other (specify>~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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SOCIAL

SC I ENCE

PACKAGE

GOALS

Upon completion of a project in the Social Science Package, you should he able to
show increased knowledge or skills in each of the three broad goal areas below.
1.

APPLIED BASIC SKILLS (Two Required)
ACQUIRING INFORMATION (Choose One)
a. Reading: You should be able to read and comprehend newspaper or magazine
selections from your area of interest.
b. Listening: You should be able to listen critically to speeches, lectures,
broadcast news, or commentary related to your area of interest.
c. Viewing: You should be able to watch critically news programs, documentaries, films, or displays and draw objective conclusions.
COMMUNICATING INFORMATION (Choose One)
d. Writing: You should be able to express your ideas in writing in a way
understandable to others.
e. Speaking: You should be able to verbally express ideas and feelings
related to your area of interest.
f. Innovatinq: You should explore alternate ways to effectively communicate
your ideas in ways other than use of the written or spoken word: create a
one-act play, prepare audio-visual materials, or design and build a model.

2.

PROBLEM SOLVING (Required)

You should be able to identify and define a problem, know how and where to get
information that will help you.propose solutions, and identify those steps
necessary to carry out the solution you consider to be most effective.

3.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT (Required)

You should acquire
values, goals, and
to your study. In
your knowledge and
project.

sufficient information to evaluate (in terms of your interests,
abilities) two specific social science career fields related
addition you should be able to show that you have increased
skills in one or more social science areas related to your

SOCIAL SCIENCE

PACKAGE

POUTiCS GOALS

The PoZitiae :Jou.Zs t..'h/.Jh .follou.1 priovidt~ rruz'...icl,ines t;' !'uu dA.-•s1)v crer..i?:t i'; A~c}?'tcan government or etective poZ-ttit!cJ scic':~e sub.:2ct. ..z1•c~:;:.--.
If you are completing the public school requirement for study in American government, you may focus your project on learning more about the
American political system and how it works (or does not work), or learning some of the essential concepts and methods of political inquiry. You
may also choose to combine elements from each of these goal. areas in developing your own project goals and indicators.
l.

AM:RICAN GOVERNMENT/FOLITICS

You should increase your understanding of the American political environment, effects of government policies and activities on your daily life,
and means by which you or others can influence government actions. The following list of examples provides you with elements that you might
choose to include in your politics project. You should demonstrate understanding of at least three of the following, or three comparable elements
agreed upon by you and your Learning Coordinator.
--a. Power relationships among federal, state, and local governments.
b. Relationships among the agencies of government which make,
administer, and interpret laws.
c. Your rights and obligations as a citizen.

g. Relative effectiveness of a variety of ways you or other
citizens can influence government actions.
h. Values and other factors influencing the political participation of individuals and groups.
i. Formal and informal rules governing American politics.

d. Ways your daily life is affected by government actions.

j. Major trends in the contemporary American political environmeM
environment.

e. Sources of political power and some of the major power-holding
individuals, organizations, and groups in the United States.
f. Purposes, methods, and achievements of interest groups, political
movements, and political pill"ties.

2.

k. Other

(to be specified by the student)

POLITICAL INQUIRY

.C"

0

You .should increase your understanding of various concepts and methods as tools for use in studying politics and expanding your knowledge of the
political environment. The following list of examples will help you in determining your own goals and building a project that reflects your
interests. You should demonstrate understanding of at least three of the following, or three comparable concepts agreed upon by you and your
Learning Coordinator.
-----a. Power. What is it? How is it obtained? How is it used?
Example: How do you see people using their power as school
administrators, police, voters, or union members?
b. Law. What is it? How is it made? How is it systematized?
·When should it be obeyed? What are the personal and social
consequences of disobedience? Example: How do laws affect
your life style in school, job hunting, or travel?
c. Authority. What is it? How is it obtained? How does it
differ from power? Example: Where do parents, teachers, or
police obtain the authority to tell you what, when, and how
to do or not to do something?
d. Public Opinion. What is it? How docs it differ from power?
What effect does it have on government or political actions?
Example: How do the actions of the President affect public
opinion?
e. Political Participation or Behavior. 1~1at types of participation are possible for individuals and groups? What determines
or influences how, or whether, people participate politically?
Example: Do you, your parents, or your frienas work to
achieve thinqs that you would like to see happen or change in
your community, i.e., more parks, bettor tr~ffic rules, a
cleaner environment? Why or why not?

~

Political Socjalization.

What is it and how does it work?

i'lhat

are the mechanisms in American snciety or other societies by

which pet')'.llE• learn p0Litical rul~s and rolo>s? Example: ~.r.at
kinds of Pducational system and process is best !or a democracy?
Why'?
g. Political Institutions. What are the major ones and what official
form do they take? How do their practical structures and roles
for members differ from their official form? Example: What
does it mean to be a ~ember of a political party? . For a citizen?
For a politician? D:>e;; party membership have different meanings
in different countries'?
h. Democracy. h'h.:it is it supyosed to be, and what is it? What
are the a·ssumptions on which democratic systems are based? How
do democrac)es work, i1L theory and in prdctice? Example: Should

children be allowed to vote for President?
qualifications should voters have? Why?
i. Other.

Why or why not?

Specify other significant quest.ions or concepts you
would like to learn 110re about t.l1rough your project.

What

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING
SOCIAL SCIENCE PACKAGE
GOAL CHECKLISTS

The following checklists can help you record which package goals you intend
to meet with your project. As you complete your plan and write your project
goals and goal indicators, check the appropriate boxes on the form. Remember,
some package goals will require more than one project goal and goal indicator,
while in other cases a project indicator will, if specific enough, meet more
than one package goal. For example, the following sample project indicator
will meet both the basic skills and the American government/politics goals:
Analyze. the Wa.tviga.:te. a66aAli in a wflLtte.n '1..epo!Lt in tvuM of; i l l
demono:tJiat)._011 of; .the. .tie1.a.:Uon61U,p be;twe.e.n :the. th.tie.e. b11a11c.heli o 0
govvinme.n:t, i l l demono:tJt.a.,t.Wn 06 impc.a.c.hme.n;t p!toc.e.dufl.eo. and i l l
1te.file.Uion of; cuMe.n:t va.lueo and e..:thi..C6 among e.le.c..te.d and appointed
govvinmen.ta..l o66ic.ia..l6 bMe.d on a. '1..e.view 06 .the a.va..leabte. .C.i...te1ta.:twLe.,
fi.il.m.6, and .:te.le.vi.6-lon neJAJ.6 and doewnen;ta.Jty '1..e.poltU.

As you change your project, you can either correct your original checklist
or fill out a new one. The checklist can also help you decide when you have
met the requirements for a project worth 5 FWS credits. You may need to
complete more than one project to meet all the requirement~. And you may pursue
as many additional goals as you desire in order to earn more than 5 FWS credits.

I
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fan west school

SOCIAL SC I ENCE PACKAGE GOAL CHECKLIST
DATE

STUDENT'S NAME
PROJECT TITLE

GOAL REQUIREMENTS
GOAL

ELEMENT OR TECl-NIQUE

REQUIRED
1. APPLIED BASIC
SKILLS

One element
from each
group

Acquiring Information
[
[
[

J a. reading
J b. listening
J c. viewing
Communicating Informa.tion

[ J
[ J
[ J

2. PROBLEM

All elements

SOLVING SKILLS

[ J a. define problem
[ ] b. identify and use resource and methods Of
[ )
[ )

3. CAREER
DEVELOA'-!Ef\!f

All elements

d. writing
e. speaking
f. innovating

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

acquiring information
c. propose/evaluate possible solutions
d. identify actions necessary to carry out
solutions

roles and functions of employee
relation of job to other jobs
qualifications for entry
working conditions
rewards
current and projected demand
J g. organizational affiliations
) h. geographical limitations
) i. personal evaluation

) a.
] b.
) c.
) d.
) e.
) f.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE PACKAGE - POLITICS GOAL Cl-'.ECKLIST
DATE

SnJDENT'S NAME
PROJECT TITLE

GOAL REQUIREMENTS
GOAL

1. AMERICAN

GOVER.N'-1ENT/
POLITICS

REQUIRED

ELEMENT OR TECHNIQUE

At least three
elements or
three
comparable
elements

[ ) a. power relationships all¥Jng government
.·
levels
[ ) b. relationships among government agencies
[ ] c. your rights and obligations as a citizen
[ ] d. ways your life is affected by government
actions
[ ] e. sources of political power
[ ] f. interest groups, political m::>vements, and
political parties
[ ] g. ways of influencing govern..~ent action
[ ] h. values and other factors influencing
political participation
[ ] i. formal and informal rules of American
politics
[ ] j. major.trends in the political environment
[ J k. other (specify)

OR

2. POLITICAL

INQUIRY

At least three
elements or
three
compa.rable
elements

OR
a combination
of three
elements
from Goal 1
and Goal 2

1
1
1
1
[ 1
[ 1

[
[
[
[

a. power
b .. law

c.
d.
e.
f.
[ ] g.
[ 1 h.
[ 1 i.

authority
public opinion
political participation or behavior
political socialization
political institutions
democracy
other (specify>~~~~~~~~~~~~--

f

''
I

I
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Appendix B

Summary of Staff Interviews

f

t
I

II
I

r

...

SUMMARY OF STAFF INTERVIEWS

oucJ.J ti.o H 1 :

I-fow wou.f d you c.ompa!1e p!W j c_c;t/.) yo-u./z .o t1tde 1l:t 6 c.omptc.ted tfl!Lou ~ilL
pac.ka_q~6 to 110n-pac.kage p!tojec.;t~?

~pan dent

Comments
"No real comparison can be made [for Communications and r~edir1]
and I didn't coordinate Biology long enough to elicit comments
from the kids, but staff supervision has made a difference.
"[Politics] Package projects were better; students wer·e more
closely supervised in what they did."

2

"The projects tended to be more comprehensive and in-depth.
They're a tool to assist the students, even at the idea level.
To some students extremely helpful. They do tend to stimulate
projects.
11

3

"Most students use the resources, but develop their mvn projects.
· They use the process, not the specific sample projects or ideas.

11

4

"Projects n.ot yet finished and none of my students worked on
non-package projects."

Que...titio11 2:

On a 6ca£e.. o(, l'11e. to fii...ve_, h(m.1 wouid IJC'll ,.,_a:te_ .the. pac.fzage' 6
u6 e 6u.C11 r/B :to yo a?

Ve.1tu t"6e 0ue
(.t.t Mve.d me

a lo.t o (, tune)

Mo de.!La.tc>J' y

Nrd ti6 c (i u.i

u.tie. 0ul

a:t a.lt

2

3

4

5

Respondent

Package

l

Biology

1

"I have no real knrn<1ledge in the area of
biology and my students could draw support
from other people in that area."

Poli ti cs

2

11

A 1o t o f s ta ff ti me was s pen t de ve 1o pi ng
student projects.''

3

"Sti 11 too nel-': to comment on."

4

"I had hardly anyone engaged in that package
and those who were didn't really need it."

Communications
and Media
Commerce

Rating

Comments

2

all

3

all

2

"The packages pro vi de good, very useful
baseline information for help-ing unsure
students develop projects. Science is a
tenth-grade requirement and the package is
especially good for turning students on to
science. 11

4

all

2

"The Politics Package needs more ethnic
diversity. It also has too much to do with
politics (envelope stuffing, etc.) and not
enough to do with American governn~nt. The
student attitude to1·rnrd politics is very
different from that of the staff -- [the
students are] anti-political. Students working on projects to meet American government
requirements had the hardest time because
they couldn't relate to the ideas suggested
in the pa-ckage. The package needs a narrow,
clear-cut sample project specifically written
to meet the A~ri can government requirement
and having a subject-matter focus.~·

"Stronqly recommend package use to s tudrnts
for suggested sources even if they revise,
add on, etc. Less creative or ima 1~inative
students need this kind of stimulus."

(IJ/uch .6<?.ctWn dtd IJOU 1{-ind ljUIVtM•.f{J llh-i.ng mo~d 61Le_qw!;dJU?
Goai.-0
Pn.ojec-t Suggel,tio1L6
Sampte_ P!Lojl!.ct

Bib.£J.£Jg!Laphy
1ndexe.J.J

Othett (-6pe.ut)y)
Comments

"(1) Project Suggestions, (2) Sample Projects, (3) Goals and
Ob j e c t i ve s (on a one-s ho t b a s i s ) . "

2

"Goals and Sample Projects most.
Bibliography."

3

"Project Suggestions (for meeting a science requireM2nt, not
students' interests)."

4

"Politics Package: Goals, then Suniple Projects.
All other packages: Sample Projects, then Goals."

V{.d any ~.>.tude1~t-6 uJ.Je .:the plwjec:t
pMjec..t.-6?
'iespon dent

"Yes in Biology.

2

"Yes."

3

"Yes."

4

"No."

5:

f

.to

mal~e up tlzci~

ow1t

No in all others."

Vo you tl!.inlz pacfu.t.ge.-6 p!Lov-i.de a -'leplteoesLtat.ive Munpting
obje.ctive-6 6olt a c.afte<?.lt Mea?

d

Comments

bon dent

J

-6U~i9L'.oti.on.6

Response

1

·~ue,~t -ion

The Project Suggestions and

1

ui can't answer this."

2

"Yes.

3

"Yes. The package helps shm" the range of careers, but most
students a1~e not interested in science careers."

4

"Politics, yes. The package does not make clear what careers
are 1·elated to it. ~Jhat is a politician? f.1ost are lawyers or
businessmen. Is that what you have to be to be a politician?
.What careers are possible in politics?

Some are not extensive enough."

"Other packages:

I believe so, but am not sut·e."

Que.6t.wn 6:

Vu you ;t/1 i.nlz package6 piwv-i...rfe a tLc.p.'le..6eHtllttvr.?. .6[lfflpf.uzg u(i
a ~ubje~t CVtea?

object-i...v~6 (ioh

Respondent

Comments
"Yes, I think the packages do this."

2

"Yes. They give an overview and in-depth look at what one needs
in the area."

3

"Yes. There is a good range for both Biology and Physical Science
and their spinoff disciplines (i.e., archHecture, etc.)."

4

"Yes. 11

Que/!>.tion 7:

Vo IJOU th..i.nk pac.fwge.6 p'r.ov.i.de. a !/1!pf[e.6en:t.at-i...vc. .oampf.{ 11g o ()
obj e.c..t,i. vu fioh a ~ub j ect ma..tteJ1 equ -i.. l 1a.f.enc1.. ft?
Commen~_

Respondent

1

"Yes, because I think that within most of the packages there are
enough objectives covering enough ground that if a student chose
to pursue that aspect of the goals, he or she would receive a
comparable equivalent comprehensive education."

2

"Yes, in the following order: (1) Science, (2) Communications
and Media, (3) Commerce, and (4) Government."

3

"Yes."

4

Q_uv.,.tion 8:

"No. In Politics,.the relationship of politics to daily life,
·power, and government needs to be clarified. [See response to
question H2 above.] The ability of packages to show the connection between processes important to the career/discipline area
and the subject (e.g., how con1111unications and painting relate)
needs to be improved. 11
·

A're pt1d<.age ubjec:ti.ve,.!> f[CaJ'..i..!>UC -i...nM{ia/1
ava..i.labte he60Lv'lCe..6 aJz.e c.011c.ehHed?

Respondent

a~ !>twie11t

ability cwd

Comments

1

"No. I think for the most part they look great on paper and seem
realistic, but in actuality are hard as hell to accomplish."

2

"Yes. For a wide percentage of students, some of the included
objectives should be optional -- those [objectives] not meeting
student interests or those that don't have anything to do with
graduation requirements."

3

"Yes.

4

"Yes, with some help from the package coordinator to explain them."

They are very good."

lfow d.id uou c.oo'Ld{nate. uotm gu-idaHc.e.

ac.u·v.Lt-ie~ with the ~ tudc>rl t

wU:h tlw.oe. ofl tfie. pa.dza_qe. c.oor.d-tnaJ.ott?
Comments

"The same for all packages: the package coordinator oversaw all
project planning and the learning coordinator was responsible fot·
progress monitoring."
"It never became an issue, particularly in science packages.
Students got very adequate help. On the package I conducted,
I kept advised and up-to-date through ~tudent conferencing and
advisory groups."
11

1 mainly used the vehicle of individual conferences and sent
information to the learning coordinator for his approval as \-Jell
as the Plans and Sketches he helped students with."

"Oral coordination -- I checked with the students' learninq
coordinators and had the learning coordinators review the students'
Plans. I encountered sorne problems in monitoring students'
progress. I helped students whose LCs did not knm"J \'lhat they
were doing on the package projects."

Wvz.e_ tfzc.'le. antr tYwbf('.m6 {n c.uo!zdinati.ng
o{J tlu.> pad.age c.oo!zdi.na.to'L?

!JC'tt!t

c>t)flo~t~ with tlw~c

Comments
"No. 11
"No.

See comments above.

"No.

It was done on an individual basis as needed."

11

"Yes. Who writes the actual Plan? The issue of bringing up
'controversial' topics in discussion groups was also a problem."

Vo you Mml U

(!a6-i.<!"-

tu

p~ojec..:t.o A.~n pac.ka9<1.li thrrn
o ~ a pac.fwge.?

aB-irt11 c,~ed.tf fo 6 tudc11J~~

:to tlw6e who!ie

p~uject.o

wlio wn 1tkPd 011
,:;e11c. not pM.t

Comments
"No. A project is a project; a good one adequately covers the
goals and objectives, and a poor one does not."
2

"Very individual.
I cannot particularly generalize.
balance is somewhat on the 'yes' side."

3

"Yes. Packages provide guidelines instead of having to develop
them along the way."

4

"No. The package is misleading in terms of credit because when
students think of their efforts as part of a package, they think
in terms of a course (high school course= time) and put ir. their
time and that's it. l·Jhen co1npleting a requirement, students are
more perfunctory than with other projects."

Que.ot.i1•11 12:

Vo uou be..C.<.eve c.Jz.edi...t

a.06.i.~111111e11t wall mo,~e.

Probably the

e(/tLdab.C.e beC£1.u,.<ie. o 1)

the. packa.ge..o?

·Respondent

'

I

Comments

1

"No, only i nso.far as there were package rneeti ngs and one can assess
the amount of work that went into one studeni project against that
which went into another."

2

"No. Credit assignment was discussed and neqot ia ted with students,
then went to the Committee for reviB-1. The Credit Reviev1 Cornnittee
.may have an opinion on this."

3

"Yes. The goals and sample objectives are clearly defined.
sample projects can be used for comparison."

4

"No. Students see packages as a time-bound medium for credit."
[See response to previous question.]

Que6,Uon 13:

The

Vo the. pac.lz.age..o maize p!Lo jec.t e.vaf.ua.t,.i,011 eaf.i{e.11.?

Respondent

Comments

1

"Ho. The only way is if 1-Je could attribute the [student's project]
goals and objectives to a package. I don't believe this to be the
case at this time."

2

"Yes. Package goals and objectives serve as guidelines, the
explicit staten~nt of what a student needs to do to earn 'x'
number of credits."

3

"Yes."

4

"No. The packages lack a way of determining the quality of a
student's project. l·!e have no competitive system here, which is
good,"

[See response to previous q·uestion.]

Comments
"No.

Packages are notrelevant to progress monitoring."

"Yes and no. They make little overall differrnce. It tends to
be somewhat easier when students use program-developed resources
rather than their own."

fl

"Yes.

!
,~

"No.

Wiltf

The package provides guidelines. 11
Packages make no difference."

do you th-i..11k Mnne

o~ IJUtl't J.dudeJW did

weeldtj pacf~age diocu~-6A..Oil

[J)1.0Up6 led

no:t pa.Jc:t;_ciprctc

-i11

:the

by Ole padw.ge. c.uofl.dA.natv'I?

Comments
"Students don't see package meetings as having to do with their
projects; and since there is no credit involved, they tend not
to pal~ticipate_...

I

"Sor,Je students didn't need such freCJuent meetings. The meetings
exist more to serve the coordinators' needs for feedback."

j2

"All the student& participated in the weekly meetings."
. "Because they were 'doing their thing' and some are very independent, but they need to interact '.'lith their peers."

tall

16:

Whtj do uuu

dent
·1

.tf~.-iHk

J.>ome. J.>f.ude.n.tl> d{d not compte:te t:fzei.Jt pJto_iec.tJ.>?

Comments
"For the same reason they did not complete projects outside the
packages."
"Sometimes loss of interest~ conflicts with other activities;
too much testing; site visits. Some projects demanded too much
work for credit."
"One student dropped; he had too many other things to do and will
finish the project next year."

l4

11

They could not get started and postponed them until next semester."

Qae-6 t--io11 17:

WI1!J du yoc~ thinh Mme of) yot.tf[ otude.Jlto d--id ~10-t mee_:t tize mu1unwn
packcc_qe f[equ--iJr.eJnent!.>?

Comments
"Coordinator overs i.gh t. t1os tl y coordi n;_jtor fai 1ure to enforce
minimum requirements. Also, students chose not to.''
2

"Various demands on student time created problem~.
complete the projects for full credit eventuany."

3

"All students will meet the minimum requirernents.

4

"All my students met the minimum package requirements."

~~ue.oUon 18:

Wha;t do uou befieve we.Jr.e tlte
the paekage .oampfe p!Ln je.w?

Respondent

r1ost plan to

11

~eMult-!1 6ome otudeHt.~ di.J 11ot uoc.
Comments

"Some obviously did."
2

"They had their o~m i dr!aS t·ha t appea 1ed more or resources that
appealed more. The sample projects ~1ere good but vie strive for
individualization. The sample projects are sornewhat heavy."

3

"Two students used the samples. The others got their ideas from
one another in the early discussion groups.''

4

"Students who worked on project
re1 a ted to the package by
developing their own resources and not participating in the
package sessions developed the most interesting projects and
worked the hardest. Students trying to meet requi n:rnen ts had
the hardest time; they could not relate to the ideas suggested
in the sample projects, the project ideas, and the goals."

r-~-··-

t:~~joJ/ 19:

"~f}!}_~
'
'

~

I

1

Du Y(l 11

f1n\'C

H·--~-·,·-m, _ _ _ .._,,-~>c''""'

rmy ruldi.tiowu' co,mnc.H;t~

Mz ·\U9J<'l:.t.{ofl6 on

00>"'<

t!l(! paclw.qe.6?

Comments
"I think that the packages allow enough flexibility in thernc;elves.
I don't think the students take advantage of the flexibility themselves for numerous reasons. In terms of my use of the packages
this year. it leads me to believe that for whatever purposes they
were intended to be used, they did prove satisfactory. I think
maybe enough emphasis was not given so that students could take
advantage of the strong points in the packages, which leads me to
believe that they didn't experienc·e ~oo great a degree of flexibility. I think most students didn't see the package as·something
supportive of things they were already doing. I think they saw it
as something else, like it was a separate learning thing, and I
think it took a long time to break down those barriers.
"I think that the learning coordinators need some training in the
use of packages. It was never clear because they were developed
slowly, one by one. Everyone \-.'as not involved; although staff vtere,
students 1·1eren't. There wasn't proper training in the dissemination
of this information. I might suggest that over the summer a training process in package use take place for all learning coot·dinators,
new and old. We will then be able to get the idea across to students.
"I 1ike the 1ayout of the packages. To me they seem easy to use.
I think that all of the packages should contain numerous sample
projects, like 15 or 20. The format is useful and rny criticisms
are srna 11 . There's been ta 1k about drawings and pic tut·es and stuff
like that, but I don't agree. I don't think students should be
lured into the package in that way.
"I think the s·ample projects are the proof of the scope of activities
than can be gotten out of a specific package. The student can see
th~y're not fictitious resource persons; th~y're real. they exist,
they're right there. A student can look through resource material
in the package and say, 'Yes, I see how these people can be gotten
to and are part of a package. • I found packages pe1·iodically, and
next year much more, probably, to be useful to me, maybe more useful
than to the students, because I like the grouping of career 01·
subject area clusters.
"I don't think that it shortens the amount of time in terms of
articulating goals and objectives and plans and talking to the
·Student abot1t what he or she plans to do. It saves time me1·ely in
·the physical sense where it is really convenient not having to go
to the resource file because in the package all the relevant resource.
persons are in your hand already. I find that I stin spend the same
amount of time trying to elicit from the students the kind of thing
they are going after. I don't think I want to shorten that. The
main package convenience is in the way it is sorted out by subject
area. I'm not looking for ways of getting students in and out of
my office faster. I'm looking for ways to just expedite the stuff
like having to walk to the files and find guides, etc.

r

Coh1men ts

1
(continued)

11

1 think it would be really a gross error to entrust a11 the different typPs of package subject matter to each learning coordinJtor.
I think. that there needs to be one person in charge of the package
who has e)O(pertise in that area.
"I think I seem more sure of myself in package-related projects
because I knew that j~st about everything that we had in all the
resources was right there, whereas before, in working on projects
outside the packages, I was never sure if I missed sorw2thin9 in
the resciurce file. The package offers confidence to the learning
coordinatCllr that doesn't exist at other times.

"The packa!ge provides for the students not only
of resource person but also an array of related
field. Packages are very useful in that sense,
had gone to a particular resource person in the
missed a 11 the other RPs.

a particu1ar type
careers in a qiven
1vhereas if a student
fi 1es, lie wo1J1 d have

"Packages enable the learning coordint1tor to plan
see many students using packages on their own."
2

b~tter.

I don't

"Each package should be continually updated, revised, nnd modified.
Students and learning coordinators should directly participate in
this redevElQpment of packages.
"You could possibly develop mini-packages to meet very specialized
areas of irnterest that students have."

3

"The package turned students on to science once they learned what
was .

a

. "More bibliographic references wou1d be helpful.
"The package helped students .overcome fears of doing something that
initially didn't interest them.
"Improve the planning. Make the meetings required for students and
make that requirement stick."
4

"There will be resistance to regular package meetings from students
and staff because of scheduling and time comrni trnents. Interesting
topics for discussion have to be available for the meetings to
attract students. There should be a requirement that students
attend 'x' number of meetings. I would like a teacher guide which
suggests topics relating to the package goals for discussion at the
meetings and which hiis ideas for activities for the meetings (e.g.,
simulated debate topics, role playing ideas, etc.)
"We have to be stricter about students meeting commitments they
make. Perhaps a time card that resource persons sign to verify
students' time with them would be useful.
"The package coordi.nator. role needs more structure."

r
Appendix C

Summary of Student Interviews

SUMMARY OF STUDENT INTERVIEWS*

Frequency of Response

1. Did tf1e pac.lw.!iC' .'i U.111uta.te you to do a
P'WJi.'ct tlia t you 111{9{1.t no:t lzave wide,'t;ta [~en o thi! '110 Loe?

t.

Ma~~

No
Response

Not
Applicable

Yes

No

23

23

1

25

21

0

l

34

12

0

2

0

32

13

0

2

1

16

32

0

0

0

17

31

0

0

0

27

15

5

0

25

19,

2

1

33

12

2

0

1

12

23

0

12

1

0

Did :tf1c pacha9e /Ywv,ide M muc.li fie.£p

00'1 p•w jcct p£a1111i119

6ind

11ecv.i6a..1y 011

M you wou£d
dc'.l-Uzabf e?

3. V.i_d tf1e pac.lwge mal<e. i l c.£ea'l .to !JOU
exac. tttj wha.t you needed .to do .ui
o'1d<! 'l tu l'a'ln tfte 01 edd you d~.'i.(JLed
)0 .1

1

you.'1 p'lo ject?

4. WVie the . 'zc6ou/LcC6 -i11 .the pac.kage
ex:teM t\'C. e.nough to 6a.tL6 6tJ ail o 6
the ne.e.d6 o 6 uou 1i p110 ject?
5. Did qou

tifr

add.i.tio;zaJ:. f1e ..'iou11ce.1.1

tha:t-we'1e. not a pcuit o(i the. pac.l2dge?

6. D.id you have :to Coca.te antJ o (i tJOU'l.
own 1te11ou'1ce 6 ,i11 o .1de'1 to compfr,,,.te

you!t p!tujec..t?

I

7. Vo you {iee.f that t11e package enabled
IJUU .tn fea'111 abotit tfw 6p!tead o(i
c.aJteeM ava.ilable ,in .the ft.i..eld lt
CUVClL6?

8. CrJe .'Le you abte :to Ce.cuw abottt the
enbz.y 1Lequ,{_fieme1it6, advancement
poM-i.b.il'_,{,fie.1>, advantan<?A, and
d~advan:tr~g <?A

a.o 6 oc.i. a.ted w.i..th
ca1tee,.u, in .:tlu11 (i i.ef d?

9. V.W ;tf1e_ p((c/<.afiC'. help IJOU undc1t6t.a11d
:the. Jief.a.ti..ori.'i hip be.tween ca11l'e 111> .i..n
;tfu6 fiie.ld and caJie t'.!t,6 in o tl1 Vi

fi,{etdo?
10. Have IJOU completed p!Lojec.u <n any
o:theJL pacfw~3e11?

* For

questions

through 18, N=48; for questions 19 through 227 N=31.

r

Fre_~e__!~c_x_o_f_ _BesF9 ns ~No
May_b:__~

_Re.~_pon_s~

Not
t\pplir:able

YPs

No

20

14

4

7

3*

18

12

0

15

3*

16

27

14. V,td IJOU 6-i nd d ca!> iefL to Wf/ile
objec.tJ..ve'-5 (ion IJOU'l p1z.ojec.t M a
f/.e./.it.LU o 6 the package.?

28

15

2

2

15. Vo you 1)eef that IJOU -imphove.d IJOLUL
bM..i..c. <5l<,i..t.e<5 (Le.. , EngeJ;.,h o'1 mr(t/i)
M a '1. v.i ul:.:t o 6 tlU6 pa c.kag(?.?

19

23

2

3

8 34

0

11. Vo you plrw :to d<' anir addi.tiona.e

p!wjed5
12. Vu

-<YI

pt.an
· 1x.tc. ka g e,6 ?
IJOU

:th-<A 1xic.ha_qe?

to

do p 1wjew

.A..11

o.the.'1

- -----------

13. V.id c.ompteting tlii.6 p'Lojec.-t c.aUlie

you to ,5pe11d motie ;time

'1 c.!>oWic.e pc:i,6011<5

wof/fl,(11g

wdli

16. Vi.d you pa!t-Uc.--i_pate ,i_n the devci.opme.nt o (., th-i.-0 pac.l2age.?

* graduating students

3

:tfia11 you u~MUy do?

6

0

Wlia-t add,Gti1111al '1eJ.iuutrcr~,
~lwufd p.tr.uv..i.de?

Res p~n...:~~_( for a11

{.6

a;i~r. cfo uou .tfti.11'2 :tli.i.;., paclw,cw

_p_a_~~_?__g_e_sJ

More nptions in all careers
Art
Black Stu di es
law
Music

14
4
2

2
2

Film

2

Advertising
Astronomy
laboratory [Science]
Magazine resource persons
Indian Movement
Religion
None
·Didn't read the package
No response
(~I.IC: ~ti. 011

18:

111 IJ<'U't

UpUICOH,

tu ;nrd~ e i. t

111M1 e

Wfiat, {(I
u ~ e. flu .e :t.c•

T
1

l
l

13
2

l

cwu,t·/1(Plj,
If(•

rt•ufrf b<! adde.d :to

More resource persons
Better package group attendance
Clearer sample projects
Street maps
Revision of package
Description of resource person's environment
Resource persons should have a copy of the package
More technical advisors
More exciting writing
More 1 iterature
Taped interview of orientation with the resource person
Statement by students who visited the resource person
Non-coercive conditions for using the package
Nothing
.Didn't read the package
No response

'· -

;(ft('

pac/W[!('

u?

2
l
1
1

l
l

1
l
l
l
l

1

8

2

24

r

Quc~t.<on 19:·

A6 c01 O\'l''1aJf r.eact.<011 tu padc<l_qeo, rlo uou 6ee,f .that they mah.
to de.vefup p 1w_iec ti.I?
Re_?p_p_n~~

f_r:~~e_n_~y_

Yes

22

No

4

Maybe

2

No response

3

Que.6:t ,Con '2 0:

16 :the '1 e a11y fz.{nd u fi g1wu pi 11_9 o (i Ji e-60 u!ic.e.o, o.:th e/1. than L if pack,qe.,\,
:tha;t you. t}ee.f wuu.f.d make tlie Jiel>uU/l.c.('...6 moJte. hef p(iuf. (iotz you?
1(i .o a, d<'-6 c.Ji,{b e b1i ,{e MlJ.

Res j?S) nse

Frequency

Yes

1

5

22

No
No response

4

Comments
"I would like to take puckage _resources and rn ix the!!!
with non-package resources for non-package projects."
"More specific packaS)es and resources."
"Meetings to talk about nevJ resources and where
students can share what they're doing."

Queo.t .<.o 11 '2 7:

1H the -6pac.e. bd!.ow, mahe any conmic>n t~ t_Juu cfwe.~e .to abou.t t/1{.\
que~ {{{'IL\ d{d not aCfc•w

package o'1 pac.lzageo ,in 9e11e,'la-l' .tJia.t the
ljUU :to e Kp!teM.

Comments

Frequency
of Response_
4

"I like to work independently [of packages]."

3

"Need packages in other areas (especially entertainment and
art fields}."

3

"There should have been more group activities."

2

"Delay in availubility was reason I didn't participate."

2

"More flexibility in packages."

1

"Go to the orientation with the student, then write guides so
they 1 re re 1evant."
"Bring resource persons to the school."

l

"More student help in developing packages."
l

1

1

9

L_

,{..f.

eao i e~ ~oft you

"The packages are good as they are."
"Packages are okay if you have a little help getting a·cquointed
with them."
"Include staff members [development staff] as
to go to for s ugges ti ons."
"Packages help direct a student's interest in
"Package meetings should be held on different
you can get to resource persons when you have
No response

resource persons
a career."
days each 1·1eek
to.''

"('

f u,'7 l',-1c.f1 11ucb1t;l' .:iccJ,ic•11 ti._~ f('d bc.tuw,

aiul ltow it cuutd lrnt•<!

be(~I!

111(11/(!_

t1!-U' lww d
me'i<'. Jie.i'.p(iut.

I-OW IT COULD
BE MADE l''ORE HELPFUL

HOW IT WAS HELPF-1 JL

PACl~GE

SE CTI ON
Response

Introduction

Explained
OK as is
Was complete
Not important
Got me interested
Brief
Didn't read/didn~t use
No response

wa-!> ltclpfiut -tu uou

f*

Response

f*

Better explain the
requirements

1

1
1

Better follow up on
resource information

1

1

Not important

1

8
5
l

11

4

No response

28

i-----------r-------------------1~---------------~---~

Table of Contents

Goals

5
2
2

OK as is
Explained
Was complete
Accurate
Good
Didn't read/didn't use
No response

12

Told what could do
OK as is
Excellent guidelines
Orderly, concise
Didn't read/didn't use
No response

10
3
2
1
8
7

2

No response

31

l
7

More ciral explanation

2

Simpler explanation

1

More suggestions

1

No response

27

! - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - -!--------·----------------- - -

Index

Good, OK as is
He 1ped find i nforma ti on ·
Explained
Didn't read/didn't use
No response

6
1
1
8

Add indexes to packages
without them
No response

4
27

15

!-----------+----------------- --------------·-------+-----i

Sample Projects

Bibliography

Resource Guides

*

Gave ideas
Explained
Good examples
OK as is
Didn't read/didn't use
No response

8
8
2
2
8
3

Good reference point
OK as is
Explained
Didn't read/didn't use
No response

2
1
1
19
8

Good, OK as is
Ful 1 of information
Don't 1 ike format
Didn't read/didn't use
No response

8
2
1
7
13

frequency of response

More samp 1es

2

Be more realistic

1

Include products

1

No re,;ponse

Make it longer
No response

Say more what you can
really do
No response

27

1

30

3
28
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